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Foreword. are fusing our standout Durgotsav have become known as the largest 

with a cricket theme (titled “Divine ‘probashi’ pujo outside Kolkata. And Kaboom!
Innings”) – with the pandal resembling for that, we are ever thankful to you 

It was a Kaboom moment on 25th June, the façade of the famous Lords readers and to the evergrowing list of 
1983 when India won the Cricket ODI stadium. The significance of the event members who constitute PBWA, to the 
World Cup at the iconic Lords Stadium is heightened by the fact that the 2023 large number of visitors who throng 
in London. It was another Kaboom version of the Cricket World Cup is our utsav every year and to the large 
moment on 13th July, 2002 when India currently being staged in the country. populace of ‘Amchi Mumbai’ who have 
won the NatWest Trophy at the iconic not only supported our Durgotsav over But PBWA is not just about cricket. It is Lords Stadium in London - and when the years but have whole-heartedly about camaraderie between the Sourav ‘Dada’ Ganguly pranced on the i m m e r s e d  t h e m s e l v e s  i n  o u r  members of our community. It is about Lord’s balcony in delight. It was c e l e b r a t i o n s  w i t h  g u s t o  a n d  reverence and pujo rituals. It is about another Kaboom moment on 24th Sep- unwavering support. And last but not piety, worship and happy co-mingling 2007 when India won the  World least, we are thankful to our sponsors with friends and family. It is about fun, Cup trophy in Johannesburg. It was and donors without whom such a gaiety, pursuit of artistry, bonding and another Kaboom moment on 2nd grand utsav could not have been everything that is good in society at April, 2011 when India won the ICC hosted year after year.large. It is about kiddies embracing  World Cup trophy in Wankhede 

pujo in all it’s magnificence, majesty You, dear Patrons and members Stadium, Mumbai.
and associated festivities. It is about have made all this possible. We are 

It was also a Kaboom moment for celebration of life in all its many grateful for your patronage and look 
PBWA on 27th September, 2006 when splendored hues. forward to a continuing association 
PBWA inaugurated its first glittering going forward. Joy Ma DurgaThis year we are (once again) staging a version of what is now the largest 

grand, mesmerizing Durgotsav with all - Arnob Mondal‘probashi’ Durgotsav in the country!
the grandeur, artistry, camaraderie, 

We are delighted that both PBWA and inclusiveness, societal quotient and 
Lords cricket ground now share a social engagement value that PBWA is 
common bond. This year, we at PBWA, known for. It is not for nothing that we 

T20

ODI
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The World Cup Cricket tournament commenced in 1975. The first three editions were known as the 

Prudential Cup, as they were sponsored by Prudential Plc, an Insurance company in England. 

India’s performance in the first two editions were forgettable! One win in ‘75 and none at all in ‘79. 

Four years later, the mighty West-Indians and reigning champions started off on a roll while India, 

predictably, started off on the losing side in the initial encounters. However, as the world knows, 

history was written later in the tournament.

TRYST WITH DESTINY - 1983

Read on for lesser known trivia on the infamous campaign of 1983!
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“We will allow you to board the flight, only if you promise to were a force to reckon with. But their crown jewel was Viv Kapil Dev, Australia put up a formidable 320 on board. The 
pay the required fees for extra luggage by tomorrow!” Richards in his prime, topping practically every batting stat innings was glittered with a brilliant century from Trevor 

and record available. Chappel. India in reply could only manage a meek 158, Date - 1st June, 1983
against the destructive seam bowling of MacLeay who went But it seemed that Yashpal Sharma had other plans. Location - Mumbai Airport
to claim 6 wickets. Kapil fought till the fall of the 9th wicket Although India started meekly against the West Indian This is the deal that PR Man Singh, the manager of the 
with a rebellious 40 off just 27 balls.pacers under an overcast sky, the middle order oozed Indian Squad for the 1983 World Cup, negotiated with the 

brilliance on that day. India batted their entire allotted 60 15th June, 1983, The Oval, London - The fight till the airport officials. Theyhad been levied a fine for excess 
overs, which in itself seemed unexpected a few hours ago. deathbaggage, not pertaining to cricket equipment, but because 
They managed to put up a respectable 262 runs for the loss India’s second encounter with the reigning world they were carrying Indian delicacies like mangoes, pickles 
of 8 wickets. Sharma went on to notch 89 runs, the highest champions was a testimony to the sheer skill and grit of the and spices for their relatives in London. Without enough 
score by an Indian in world cup till then. West Indian cricket. Viv Richards dazzled with brilliance as money to spare for the fine, Man Singh promised to get it 
Due to rain interruptions, the West Indian innings spilled he notched up 119 to take the West Indies to a mammoth disbursed through the BCCI Office the next day. The team 
into the reserve day. But the Indian bowlers ably supported 282.finally managed to take flight on that fateful day.
the efforts of Sharma. The intelligent swingers of Binny and The inexperienced Indian opening pair, without Gavaskar, Most of the countrymen did not have very high hopes from 
the crafty spin of Shastri claimed 6 wickets amongst was blown away by the hostility of West Indian pace. While the team that had till then won only a single match in the 
themselves. India fielded brilliantly and affected 2 run outs. Dilip Vengsarkar was rebuilding the innings with Mohinder last 2 editions of the World Cup, against a not-so-
Finally, Shastri foxed Garner in the 55th over to end a Amarnath, he was hit on the chin by a deadly bouncer from recognized East Africa in 1979. Even most of the players in 
brilliant last wicket stand of 71 runs to hand West Indies Marshal. He had to be carried off the field and required 7 the squad were not hopeful of their trip lasting beyond the 
their first ever defeat in a world cup. Cricket fans would be stitches. Amarnath continued the fightback and, with league stage – Krishnamachari Srikkanth, who got married 
moved to both tears and smiles trying to imagine the scenes spirited contribution from Kapil, brought the target within a couple of months before the tournament, had actually 
in the Indian dressing room after the West Indian Goliath 2 figures. He was dismissed on 80 and then a stunner from booked tickets to US from UK, right after the end of the 
was executed in that dreamy English afternoon. Haynes at cover ended Kapil’s stand.  Although India lost by league matches, for his honeymoon. The squad did not even 
“Lucky win for India” - the British media reported - they 66 runs, they received a standing ovation for the resilience have a coach or physio travelling with them. Man Singh was 
were yet to come to terms with the new emerging might, they showed, staring the West Indian dominance right into the only administrative staff accompanying the 14 players. 
challenging the game they had invented. The young Indian the eye. In spite of bloodied chins and bruised bodies, their However, his father cleared out a shelf in his shop, 
team had pulled off something nobody even dreamt of spirit could not be crushed. It was baptism by fire for the dreaming that his son would return with the World Cup. 
before the match. They have already etched their names in phoenix of the new Indian cricketing spirit.The same aspirations were reflected in the eyes of the 24-
the record books. But little did the world know that they year-old young Indian Captain, Kapil Dev. 18th June, 1983, Neville Ground, Tunbridge Wells - The 
had much bigger plans – to be part of a folklore in the next 2 Divine InningsIndia had a disastrous start to the tour - losing all the 4 
weeks to come.warm up matches. Such dismal was their performance that It was a do-or-die match for India against Zimbabwe, to stay 
11th June 1983, Grace Road, Leicester - The dominancethe eminent British sport journalist and the editor of in contention for the semi-finals. The start was disastrous 

Wisden, David Frith, advised them to withdraw the team Since the earlier match had gone into the reserve day, it with India 5 down for 17 and then 7 down for 78. When all 
from the tournament. He concluded the article by meant that India were to take the field for the 3rd seemed lost, our captain decided to transcend boundaries 
mentioning that he would “eat my words” if proven consecutive day. But they were in such high spirits, that of human abilities to script an innings of sheer immortality. 
otherwise. Zimbabwe was completely steam rolled. Zimbabwe Kapil scored 175 off 138 deliveries, with 16 fours and 6 

managed only 155 against the lively Indian attack. The in- monstrous hits out of the ground. It was the first century by 9th-10th June, 1983, Old Trafford, Manchester– The 
form batsmen pulled off the chase with more than 22 overs an Indian in ODI, and the highest score by any batsman in first taste of Victory 
to spare. Madan Lal, with 3 scalps, was adjudged the MoM. the format at that time. He gave both the naysayers and India’s world cup campaign started against the mighty 
With this win, India moved to the top of Group B with 8 record keepers an extremely difficult time that day, while West Indies - who were yet to lose a single game in the 
points. gifting the spectators memories to relish for a lifetime. His World Cup. With a batting line up comprising of Llyod, 

pose during the iconic pull for six over deep square leg came 13th June, 1983, Trent Bridge, Nottingham - The first Haynes, Greenidge, and supplemented by a fearsome pace 
to be famously known as the Nataraja Shot, oozing the same heart-break Inspite of a heroic 5 wicket haul from captain battery of Garner, Holding, Roberts and Marshall - they 

Tryst with Destiny (1983) - Sattam Datta
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 grace and dominance as the Divine Lord Himself during His India bulldozed England to win by 6 wickets, with 32 balls and radio sets appealed - all waiting in anticipation for the 
mythical Dance of Destruction. to spare to storm into the world cup finals. What a grand umpire to respond. The multitudes erupted in celebrations 

podium to let their game do all the talking against the ever- as the finger went up. One raised finger probably never The awestruck Zimbabwe team could manage only 235. It 
sarcastic British media, who were left literally in prayers caused such an exuberant flood of emotions in millions of seemed poetic that Kapil caught Zimbabwe’s last man 
and tears that day. hearts before!Traicos off his own bowling to seal off a day that would be 

inscribed in stone in cricketing mythology. But the Indian team’s eyes were set for the prize now; they As Indian fans invaded the ground, Indians at home took to 
had started to believe that they can pull off the most the streets to celebrate the historical night. The gallantries Imagine the embarrassment of the BBC team who chose to 
audacious heist in the history of cricket! of their heroes now permanently etched in the folklore of cover the other three “more important” matches and did 

cricketing mythology - it would inspire an entire nation and not have a single video camera at Tunbridge Wells that day. 25th June, 1983, Lords, London - The FINAL tryst with 
generations to come - to dream big, to have faith that one What a cause of regret for cricket fans forever! destiny
day, they too, can create history. Among those was a 10-20th June, 1983, Country Ground, Chelmsford - The West Indies won the toss and elected to bowl under helpful 
year-old kid from Mumbai, Sachin, who went to sleep very Retribution conditions. Their pace battery was lethal and surgical, 
late that day, with his eyes full of dreams of representing extracting Indian wickets at regular intervals. Srikanth Batting first India scored 247, powered by useful India on the largest podium of cricket one day. Or the 12-responded fire with fire and scored a quick 38, which till contributions from Yashpal Sharma, Sandeep Patil and year-old lad from Kolkata, Sourav, who would, about 20 today remains the highest score in a World Cup final where Kapil Dev. But the Aussies looked completely clueless years later, eventually end up taking off his India jersey and no half century has been scored. India lost their 6th wicket against the barrage of intelligent swingers from Madan Lal, waving it in wild celebrations in the very same balcony on 111, but the tailenders contributed valiantly to finally Roger Binny and Sandhu. They were skittled out for just where Kapil collected the World Cup.notch up 183. This included a brave 22 run stand for the last 129under 40 overs. India marched into the semi-finals by 
A month later, David Frith was sporty enough to keep his wicket between Kirmani and Sandhu, in face of hostile rib completely decimating the Aussies by 118 runs.
promise. He visited the press box at Lords, sat down with a crushers. 22nd June, 1983, Old Trafford, Manchester - Semi Final print of his infamous article (whether he had promised to During the break everyone believed that it will be an easy Batting first, the English openers walked out to thunderous “eat my words”) in one hand and a glass of red wine in the chase for the star studded West Indian batting line up - support from the home crowd. They made a very promising other. He gobbled up the piece of paper and washed it down everyone, except the Indian dressing room. They just start, reaching 100 in the 25th over with just 2 wickets with the wine. He even got this picture published in the next adamantly refused to say die till the end. Their eyes filled down. This is when Kapil played his masterstroke by edition of Wisden with the caption “India made me eat my with dreams had no place for fear to set in.bringing part-timer Amarnath into the action. He removed words”.

The West Indies innings started. Greenidge was sent the dangerous Gower early. Indians kept up the relentless 
packing early shouldering arms to a brilliant in swinger pressure as England kept losing wickets at regular 
from Sandhu, which sent the stumps flying. But in came Viv intervals. Kirti Azad bowled Botham off a stunning 
Richards at 3 and threatened to take the game away. He delivery. Kirti later admitted that he himself was probably 
raced to 33 off just 27 balls, showing no mercy or respect to more stunned than Botham to have delivered such a 
the Indian bowlers. He finally mistimed a pull off Madan Lal beauty. England lost their last 8 wickets for just over 100 
and Kapil pulled off an incredible catch running for over 15 runs.
yards from mid-on. This initiated the collapse with West Chasing 218 to win, the entire Indian top order came up 
Indies losing 3 more wickets in quick succession to be 76 with solid contributions. But the chase was punctuated by 
for 6. Marshal and Dujon then put up a promising rebuild sparkling half centuries from Sharma and Patil. With 3 to 
with a 43-run stand for the 7th wicket. This is when Kapil win, Patil played Willis between cover and long-off for a 
introduced the wily Amarnath into the attack. Fresh from a double. The over enthusiastic Indian fans raided the pitch 
MoM performance in the semi-final, Jimmy claimed both in celebrations thinking that the match was over. There 
Marshal and Dujon. Kapil struck in quick succession to have was a short interruption to get the jubilant crowd off the 
West Indies reeling at 126 for 9.ground. For the final delivery, Willis put all his fielders to 
It was the last ball of the 52nd over- Amarnath to Holding, a the off side, in one of the most bizarre displays of 
gentle off cutter that stuck Holing just above the knee roll. unorthodox field setting. It was to allow the English players 
All the 11 Indian players on the field appealed, thousands in escape being mobbed by the crowd once the winning run 
the stands appealed, back home crores in front of their TV was hit!
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PBWA continues to extend their hand for the marginalised sections of the society and the lesser 

privileged. This includes the LGBTQIA+ community, Sex workers, Children, Women, Cancer afflicted, 

those suffering from Tuberculosis  and more. As a socio-cultural organization while we shine 

culturally, we remain focussed on going the extra mile for the less fortunate.

OUR SOCIAL COMMITMENT
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PBWA has embarked on partnering with BMC for TB Eradication program. While India has the 

world’s highest (nearly 25%) tuberculosis burden, Mumbai is in the grip of a devastating 

tuberculosis (TB) crisis. It also poses the biggest challenge to Prime Minister’s mission of making 

India TB-free by 2025. We at PBWA have committed ourselves to this cause as an official partner of 

TB-Mukt-Bharat Abhiyaan. As “Ni-kshay Mitra”, PBWA is contributing to the “Ni-kshay Poshan 

Yojana” to support nutritional needs for poor TB patients in Powai.  We have worked with BMC 

doctors and nutritionists, and worked out monthly “poshan bag” for each patient. To start with, 600 

such poshan bags will be distributed to the beneficiaries of Powai in the first year.

PBWA JOINS THE DRIVE TO ERADICATE TUBERCULOSIS FROM THE COUNTRY





Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India, 

Certifies PBWA as Part of “Pradhan Mantri TB Mukt Bharat Abhiyaan”
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Electronics Items Office Stationary Gifting

Printing Machine Branded Pens Trophy Printing

With Best Compliments From:

Facility Services

ARYAN 



 Poshan Bag Distribution
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Learning Coding Without Computer at BMC Schools

Through this project, we aim to stimulate cognitive skills of these children through this innovative 
program. In this age of technology, experts and educators are calling it the ‘new literacy’ - a subject so 
important that every child needs to know the basics of coding!

BMC Children with the UDAAN Kit - the coding tool 

Applying the Tool

The Result - A Bird flying

Students Learning the skill of story telling 



Stationery for School Children
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Education Support

Providing Teachers & Education Materials at Vilatpara & Kochai Schools
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Over 90% Success Rate in 2023 SSC Batch

100% pass out of 2022 SSC batch. The Smile of Success



Village Adoption Initiative - Meals, Bore-wells, Education Aid
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Bicycles for Girl Students at Talasari Village 
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Gifts during Diwali to ‘Pranav Kanya’, an NGO for the Girl Child
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Fruits & Sweets Distribution During Diwali to Cancer Patients in Bharat Sevashram
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Gifts and Merry Making During Diwali with Children  

at ‘Vatsalya Foundation’ and Sneh Sadan - NGOs for children 
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Gifts during Diwali to Cancer Afflicted Children
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Inclusivity 
Having those marginalised to be a part of Durgotsav celebrations - Participating in Puja rituals & Cultural programs by the LGBT 

community; Gifts for Sex workers, Book reading & puppet show for children of sex workers. Durgotsav, a true unifier. 
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MISSION SWAYAM SIDDHA

A Sustainable Platform for Women Empowerment

Needles, Scissors and Brushes: Women Empowerment at Mission Swayam Siddha 

This is a photo essay on the work carried out at Mission Swayam Siddha (MSS), the flagship initiative since 2007 
of the Powai Bengali Welfare Association (PBWA), to empower socially and economically less advantaged 
women. It depicts, through snapshots of different hues, the story of women who have embarked on a 
transformative journey to become Swayam Siddhas (self-reliant) by joining PBWA’s mission of empowerment, 
with almost no skill set or exposure to the world outside the four walls of their homes, to undertake vocational 
training and acquire soft skills and prepare themselves to take on the world.

It weaves together a pictorial narrative of needles, scissors and brushes at work, in the hands of the talented 
trainees at Mission Swayam Siddha, to magically produce beautifully handcrafted products under the MSS 
label through which they can make a difference to themselves, to their families and to society at large! 

What’s more interesting is that it showcases our MSS trainees mastering different techniques and documents 
the way their creativity and imagination has evolved over time!   

  - By Jayati Sarkar & Paloma Mitra

  Pictures Courtesy: Dhritisree Sarkar, Diptanshu Kar & MSS Photo Archives
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The needles story at MSS began with the simplest of learning, from threading a needle 
to perfecting the simplest of stitches.. Over many moons, and after many pricks of the 
needle, picking up and perfecting these simple actions gave the trainees the 
confidence to try out more complex forms of embroidery and machine stitching, 
which finally translated into beautiful hand crafted bags and home decor 
products. The trainees literally struck gold when they were commissioned to put 
together costume jewelry using Turkish gold thread for an international jewelry 
brand.

Take-away for our Swayam Siddhas from their tryst with the needle: studied focus, 
tenacity, and strive for perfection to turn the most mundane into a thing of beauty!

The evolution of  skills and craftsmanship

Needles

The trans for mative journey of creation: Embroidery & Sewing

“All the stream that’s roaring by, Came out of a Needle’s eye;
Things unborn, things that are gone..From Needle’s eye still goad it on”

- William Butler Yeats

Then New

Scissors is where it all started!! When MSS was taking its first steps in its mission of 
women empowerment, the first module of training involved crafting paper bags and 
making paper stationery. The first tools in the hands of our trainees were a pair of 
scissors along with a ruler and pencil. However, what needed to be cut needed to be 
measured, and that was the biggest hurdle to cross as the trainees were not familiar 
with numbers, inches and centimetres. Long hours of training, with mistakes galore, 
finally paid off and our trainees learnt to turn the most ordinary newspaper, as well as 
fancy handmade papers into sturdy bags of all shapes and sizes as well as beautiful 
paper stationery. The move from paper to cloth followed in no time: figuratively, for 
the trainees, the scissors snipped the ‘t’ of the ‘can’t’ and it to cut up cloth and jute with 
utmost precision to turn out requiring fancy cloth bags, cushion covers, table runners 
and other home decor products.

Takeaways for our Swayam Siddhas: Measuring what matters, and cutting through 
one’s problems!     

Scissors

The transformative process of creation: Paper Bags

The evolution of their Skills and Craftsmanship

“Crafting is a way to make the ordinary extraordinary”

- Unknown

Then Now
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Picking up a brush to paint, is perhaps the most challenging of all skills that MSS 
decided to impart to its trainees as it was diversifying its vocational training modules. 
None of the women trainees ever held a brush in their hands, leave alone ever 
envisaging that they would know how to paint. Picking up a brush and dabbling in 
colours has been nothing less than a journey of self discovery for some, as they 
became aware of their dormant artistic capabilities and honed them up as MSS 
provided them with opportunities to learn from the best folk artistes. They now paint 
with elan on different mediums, paper, jute and cloth, with each painting perhaps 
subliminally capturing their life and dreams.

Takeaway for our Swayam siddhas: Life is a plethora of colours.

The evolution of their Skills and Craftsmanship

Brushes

The transformative journey of creation: Folk Painting

“I Dream my Painting and I Paint my Dreams”

- Vincent Van Gogh

Needles, Scissors and Brushes have been a means to achieve the mission, of bringing 
MSS products to the world at large and economically and socially empower MSS 
trainees to become Swayam Siddhas. The road to self reliance over the years has been 
paved with your love and support for the cause. This has come in the form of providing 
platforms and outlets to the trainees to showcase their wide range of handcrafted 
products under the MSS label through corporate and public exhibitions and through 
retail purchases, both offline and online. Customised corporate and retail orders have 
also been another mainstay. The journey has not been easy, but with every hurdle 
faced, our Swayam Siddhas have bounced back, stronger, resilient and ever more 
determined. With your support, the mission continues.

I Rise!

“Just like moon and like suns, With the certainty of tides, 
Just like hopes springing high..”

Then New

Visit us at: Workshop: 126 Powai Plaza, Hiranandani Gardens, Powai. 

Instagram: @missionswayamsiddha

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MissionSwayamSiddha 

- Maya Angelou



With Best Compliments From:

SAMVIT INSIGHTS
Corporate Training & Consulting

803 A, Eldora, Hiranadani Gardens, Powai, Mumbai - 400 076
Tel: 98202 09700 | Email: arijitchanda@samvitinsights.com
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Durgotsav 2022 - The Flagship event of Powai Bengali Welfare Association



ELECTRO ALLIED PRODUCTS
SULATI, SANDHIPUR, SULATI, DHULAGARH, SANKRAIL, HOWRAH, PIN - 711302

Any requirement of LT/HT panels please contact

Sales@eapindia.com

Visit : www.eapindi.com
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‘Durgotsav 2022 - Khuti Puja ’- This ritual signals commencement of the construction of the pandal where Goddess Durga and Her children will be 

welcomed and worshipped during the Durga Puja days. A wooden frame, signifying the frame on which Goddess Durga will be positioned is 

worshipped.
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Mahalaya

Mahalaya is said to be the day when Goddess Durga defeated the demon, Mahishasura. The day signifies the end of Pitru Paksha Shradh and the 

beginning of Durga Puja for Bengalis. Pitru Paksha is a period of worshipping the ancestors and the deceased and to pray for the peace of their souls. In 

Bengal, Mahalaya also marks beginning of Devi-paksha, and the day that the Goddess Durga begins her journey from her mountain abode where she 

lives with her consort, Lord Shiva, to her parents' home. PBWA members assembled at the under-construction pandal at 4.30 am and celebrated the 

occasion together. 
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Moments Durgotsav 2022 - With Blessings from our elders, we begin

As has been our tradition over last 17 years, we commence proceedings of our Durga Puja with blessings of the elderly members of PBWA. Their good 

wishes and blessings always augur well for smooth conduct of the Puja and activities of PBWA all year around. This is followed by inauguration of the 

Puja by a ritual by the ladies called ‘Devi Boron’, which is essentially a ritualistic welcome to the Mother and Her Children.
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Durgotsav 2022 - Pandal with a Difference… 

While PBWA has always created replicas of temples and historical structures, this time it was a replica of the ‘Itachuna Raj Bari’. Built by the ancestors 

of Shri Safallya Narayan Kundu in 1766. Centuries-old 'rajbaris' or palaces of West Bengal are objects of absolute intrigue and fascination. The Kundu 

family-owned Itachuan Rajbari, rich in heritage and history, is one such opulent structure in the Hoogly district. The decor was created entirely in-

house by members and their families.



Durgotsav 2022 - Goddess Durga in all her Magnificence Along with Her Children
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Durgotsav 2022 - Puja Rituals
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Durgotsav 2022 - ‘Dhunuchi Naach’ 

The dance with Incense burners are an integral part of any Durga Puja and is part of the evening Arati ritual. The 

roll of the Dhaak, the smell of incense, the smoky ambience together with the swaying dancers truly make it a 

surreal experience.

Dhunuchi Naach - Painting by Aparna Mondal
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Moments Durgotsav 2022
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Durgotsav 2022 - ‘Boron’ & ‘Sindoor Khela’

On ‘Dashami’ the last day of Durga Puja, the Mother and Her Children are bid farewell by married ladies in a ritual called ‘Boron’ wherein they 

symbolically offer sweets, apply vermillion and seek blessings. New bonds of friendship forged, old ones strengthened.

Boron - Painting by Aparna Mondal
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Durgotsav 2022
‘Ashche Bochor Aabar Hobe’ Farewell Mother - Till next year!

The Mother finally leaves for Her Home
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Durgotsav 2022 - Celebrities Calling 

Time & again, Celebrities have called on PBWAs Durgotsav to offer 

prayers, mingle with the crowd and generally immerse themselves in 

the festive experience. Bollywood star, Parineeti Chopra along with co-

star Harddy Sandhu came over to PBWA on Ashtami night. While they 

came to promote their next film they offered prayers and connected 

with the large crowd.

With Best Compliments From:

M/s. HETERO DRUGS LTD. 
Marketing Office:

202/A, 2nd Floor, Sunteck Centre, 37-40, Subhash Road, 

Vile Parle (East), Mumbai - 400 057, Maharashtra, India.

Tel:  +91 22 6644 2000 (10 Lines)

Fax: +91 22 2618 4419

Reg & Admin Office:

7-2-A2, Hetero Corporate, Industrial Estates, Sanath Nagar, 

Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana, India 

Tel:   +91 40 23704923/ 24/ 25 

Fax:  +91 40 23704926 / 23714250

E-mail : contact@heterodrugs.com

Website: www.heteroworld.com

HETERO 
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Leaders Speak 

The Leadership Power Walk is a flagship event of every Durga Puja organized by PBWA, wherein, leaders from various walks of life participate and 

share their thoughts on pertinent and contemporary subjects so as to enlighten listeners of their perspectives, their experiences and important 

takeaways. In 2022, the discussion - which centred on ‘Culture Binds us all’, a topic with shades across a wide spectrum of opinions. The 2022 panel 

consisted of leaders from diverse backgrounds - Sarbvir Singh (Policy Bazar), Zainab Patel ( LGBTQ), Dinanath Dubashi (L&T Finance), Mike Hankey 

(US Consulate General, Mumbai) and Anand Ganapathy ( Dell, India) and moderated by Sriram Iyer ( Execute Editor at CNBC-TV 18). The discussions 

meandered around Culture as a marker of our identity and influenced by where we come from and where we belong, who our friends are, who do we 

like.  The themes that came up for discussions included the realities in today's modern "glocal" community, the internal / external emotional conflicts 

not just in segregation by religion but also communities like LGBTQ+,  the skepticism of  science versus values & culture and impact of culture in our 

daily walk of life. The industry leaders generally concurred that Corporates, who, by & large are neutral, are better placed to drive the empathy that is 

needed to coexist and thrive, through  promoting culture.  Overall a highly enriching discussion & experience.
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – Bengali Drama – ‘Bibaha Bibhraat’ 

‘Bibaha Bibhraat’ - Literally translated Marriage Disruption - A humorous play wherein a prospective groom not inclined to marriage, wires to the 

bride’s father under his father’s name - “my son died yesterday & hence marriage is cancelled”. Besides deep grief on both sides, this also results into 

utter confusion on all fronts. Ultimately both the mother-in-laws get together to resolve the situation. The plot of the play along with brilliant 

enactment of the artists left the audience in splits.
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – Dancing Queens 

This was beautifully presented by a troupe of Transgenders - who have now become a part of PBWAs Durgotsav. They portrayed the concept of 

‘Shakti’ the essence of Goddess Durga - in fighting and warding off day-to-day struggles and harassment.  Their poise, grace, choreography and 

narrative were wonderfully woven together to create a true masterpiece.
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – ‘Surojit O Bondhura’

Literally translated ‘Surojit & Friends’ - And that is precisely the name of the Band from Kolkata led by Surojit Chatterjee, which sent the audience into 

a frenzy with their foot-tapping, melodious numbers. Truly a grand-finale to the Durgotsav’s cultural curtain-fall. Surojit is an Indian Bengali singer-

songwriter, music director, songwriter and the lead singer and owner of his solo band Surojit O Bondhura. He has won the Radio Mirchi Music Award 

as the Best Male vocalist of the year 2012 and 2013 for his album titled Folkira . He has also directed music for quite a few Bengali movies.
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – ‘Dhitaang’

This in-house musical group has been entertaining audience for almost two decades with their soulful singing - on diverse themes. This time it was the 

fire of patriotism with songs penned by eminent poets & composer from Bengal namely, Kazi Nazrul Islam, Atul Prasad Sen, Dwijendra Lal Roy and 

Salil Chowdhury. Each of these songs which originated during the independence movement evoked strong feelings for the motherland while keeping 

alive the festive spirit of Durgotsav .
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – Konkan Kanya 

A Pune based band consisting of just Six young ladies, their mentor and a percussionist, have been making waves in musical circles not just in 

Maharashtra but elsewhere too. So much so that even Bollywood greats have hailed them for their unique style of singing. They would start from the 

middle, change octaves, dish out seamless medleys and end with a crescendo. Their style and singing prowess reached out to the hearts of the 

audience, who appreciated their talent and innovativeness.
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – ‘Sreemoti’

A courtesan, who sacrificed her life for Buddhism during the reign of the great-grandson of Emperor Ashoka, Ajatoshatru, who decided to revive the 

Vedic form of worship in the face of widespread worship of Lord Buddha. This dance-drama was based on ‘Pujarini’, a poetry penned by the 

Rabindranath Tagore and enacted by almost thirty singers and dancers from within the association’s member families. 
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – Sohinimoksha & Troupe 

Sohini Roychowdhury, Indian dancer, choreographer, visionary, philosopher and professor of Natyashastra, is the founder of Sohinimoksha World 
Dance & Communications. She and her troupe’s mission is Connecting Civilizations, and enriching lives, through art, music and dance. She & her team 
put up a splendid fusion of Bharatanatyam and Kathakali which left the audience spellbound.  premier ambassador of Indian culture for the last several 
years, Sohini´s performances - solo and with her multinational troupe, have been receiving appreciation and rave critical reviews the world over. 
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – ‘Gouri Elo’

This presentation by the tiny-tots was an ode to Gouri or Goddess Durga. Whenever the shadow of evil descends upon human- kind, a divine form also 

takes shape to destroy all evil and restore peace and sanity. Goddess Durga is one such example of this and she represents  that ‘Shakti’ which 

ultimately results in triumph of good over evil. This presentation by these youngsters through the medium of song, poetry and dance brought to life 

this story of Goddess Durga.
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – Beyond Nine Yards 

‘Nine yards’, another phrase for the quintessential Saree which, since time memorial, has been worn by women in India across regions, communities 

and social strata. This presentation was a tribute to this eternally graceful Indian attire but with a different kind of panache. The young turks of the 

association, both men & women, adorned the saree in different innovative ways and walked the ramp with diverse props like, cricket bat, sword & 

shield, chef’s tools and so on. Purely beating conventions with the saree!
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Cultural Programmes 2022 – ‘Rupnogorer Roopkotha’

Literally translated as “The Fairy tale of Roopnagar”, the Tiny tots of PBWA staged the play 'Roopnagar er Roopkatha' after two months of preparation 

involving 30 children. The story revolved around a princess who was abducted by a demon and how three individuals with special abilities helped the 

prince bring her back.
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Lakshmi Puja

Performed on Purnima day, four days after Vijaya Dashami, we seek Blessings of Mother Lakshmi for well-being and prosperity for all. The occasion 

also marks the release of PBWAs coffee-table book “Parichay”.

Lakhsmi Puja in Progress

And the souvenir gets released
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Kali Puja

Our Salutations to Goddess Kali, to protect us from all evil. This year too, gifts, and food items were distributed to under-privileged children and other NGOs.

Kali Puja in Progress

Visitors offer prayers and line up for Prasad
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‘Kobi Pronam’

An important event on PBWAs calendar is the celebration of the great bard - Rabindranath Tagore’s birth anniversary; popularly known as Rabindra 

Jayanti. This event is a cultural extravaganza of music, dance, drama, recitation, et al. After two years when the pandemic played spoil-sport, the entire 

PBWA family got together in person and what followed, were masterpieces of Song, Dance, Poetry and Narration. The programme aptly titled “Kobi 

Pronam” or ‘Salutations to the Poet’ - was presented on the bard’s 161st  birth anniversary at a local auditorium.

Song, Dance, Recitation in tribute to the Nobel Laureate
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‘Kobi Pronam’

The highlight of the evening was a one-act play by Gautam Haldar - titled ‘Borda Borda’ which literally translates into “Bade Bhaisaab”, penned by none 
other than Munshi Premchand. The play explores the relationship between two brothers - the younger one academically brighter, while the elder one 
more conversant with the ways of life. Goutam Halder, a reputed name in the Kolkata theatre circle, is also an accomplished film actor. Besides, Borda, 
his other famous plays include Sesh Sakkhatkar, Football, Pheriwalar Mrityu, Meghnadbadh Kabyo. His stupendous performance on the theatre stage 
has won him both National and International fame. The audience were indeed left spellbound and gave him a standing ovation at the end.

Spell-binding one-act play by Gautam Haldar



PBWA’s Annual Digital Initiatives Update - Kuhu Bhattacharya
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In this annual column on behalf of PBWA’s Digital Initiatives Team, I am stoked to 

share our journey of 2022 and the early part of 2023.

To begin with, let me share a brief synopsis of our Digital and Social media assets, 

painstakingly built-up through a decadal Digital journey (Circa 2013 to 2023), as an 

homage to our Digital Initiative founders - whose futuristic vision progressively led 

us to create a 360-degree presence on Digital and Social media. It all started as an 

effort to enhance awareness of our work within the Bengali community in Powai 

through our website launch in 2013, and we’ve now scaled-up over the last decade to 

become the largest online Bengali community Globally with Lakhs of Followers and 

Subscribers. 

Our online Assets include - a Website, a Google Business Profile, a YouTube Channel, 

The Times of India microsite, an F.B. Page, Twitter and Instagram handles. 

www.pbwa.inis a dynamic Website designed to provide an overview of all the four 

pillars of our work (Cultural and Social) and also hosts our Annual Souvenir e-book 

'Parichay'. It is also cross - linked with our social media pages, and allows visitors to 

have a single view of all our social media updates as well.

PBWA’sYouTube channel (youtube.com/@PowaiBengaliWelfareAssociation) with 

nearly One Billion video impressions, 2 Lakh subscribers and 700+ videos is amongst 

the Largest Global Online Libraries of Bengali Arts and Culture, apart from having a 

distinctive library of Live Concerts of the finest singers - from Anjan Dutta, Rupam 

Islam and Anupam Roy to KK, Shreya, Alka Yagnik and many others. The Channel 

releases new videos every weekend and we have a strong pipeline of unreleased 

videos, which will be available progressively. So far, most of the videos released were 

Song-wise, and allowed viewers to enjoy the individual songs; now we have started 

releasing the Full Concert Videos of all our Past Performers - many of them in full HD 

and with audio corrections (e.g. Mono to Stereo for the Older concerts).

The F.B. Page (facebook.com/pbwaofficial/) is the first stop for all updates and 

member engagement, and is a vibrant community of nearly 4K members. Your 

Instagram Profile (instagram.com/powaibengaliwelfareassociation) and Twitter 

(Now ‘X’)Handle (twitter.com/pbwadurgapujo) mirror the large followership of 

PBWA online, and further aid an integrated amplification of our communication 

efforts.

Our Google Business Profile displays 10,000+ pictures uploaded by visitors to our 

Puja (U.G.C.) and drove almost 3 lakh visitors, using search based Apps like Uber and 

Ola to Durgotsav-2022.

Using all our Digital & Social media assets in an integrated social media campaign for 
your Durgotsav, was a key achievement in 2022. High quality video and pictorial 
posts were simultaneously released across FB, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Google 
Business and WhatsApp. This integrated campaign and its organic amplification 
efforts using sponsors and influencers gave us 220+ Million impressions (Yes! Its’s 
22 Crore impressions) in just 5 days.

We Digitally beamed our Puja ‘Live’ onto Metro Train Screens in Mumbai and Kolkata, 
and dedicated TV channels on Tata Sky and DEN Cable TV Network helped us reach 
millions of viewers nationally and hyper-locally.

Durgotsav 2022 also pioneered the usage of a full LED Auditorium Stage Backdrop. 
This mega LED display allowed the props for our various programs like Natok, Dance 
etc. to go Digital and allowed us to have Act-wise transitions of images and videos as 
well as pep-up the backdrop of Live performances by various Bands.

The transition to a Single PBWA-Official WhatsApp Group was successfully carried 
out, given the enhanced participant limits available. This has allowed us to bring all 
Members and their families onto one communication platform and this will certainly 
help us in increasing the seamlessness of member communications. Additionally, 
web-links (i.e. URLs) and details of all PBWA's Website, Social Media handles and 
contact details are now available as part of the Description of the PBWA-Official 
WhatsApp Group - so that you never miss out on your favourite posts, pictures and 
videos.

Looking ahead, our focus will remain on disseminating unique content and updates, 
and double our online followership over the next three years.

Circa 2022-2023 in Perspective

A Glimpse of the Integrated Social Media Campaign Posts
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KALEIDOSCOPEKALEIDOSCOPE
Creative ExpressionsCreative Expressions
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DISCLAIMER

All content in the following pages are the personal views, thoughts, opinions 

and experiences of respective  contributors. They do not necessarily reflect the 

views of Powai Bengali Welfare Association (PBWA) and PBWA does not 

assume any responsibility and liability for the same.
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Still life and on-the-spot Paintings - Aparna Mondal
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Ma Durga Arrives - Aparna Mondal 
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In & Around Mumbai - Amitava Chatterjee Spaceship in the deep abyss of the Cosmos - 

Wall Painting - Anupam Sinha
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Brush Strokes - Ashok Banerjee My Train Journey as a Child - Arnab Bagchi
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progressive ascendancy towards becoming the investigate China’s role in the virus’s origin.If China becomes the leading superpower, 
World’s Leading Superpower - informed by their During his academic years, Xi endured social ignominy, what would that mean for the people who 
national doctrines, domestic and foreign policies and when his father was stripped of his Politburo powers live there? What would it mean for 
likely challenges. and incarcerated.

everyone else?
The Rise and Rise of Xi Jinping: Decades later, once Xi was sworn-in as a first-term CCP 

- Kuhu Bhattacharya PRC’s ‘Chairman of Everything’ and a strongman Chairman, he swiftly initiated building firewalls 
politician, Xi, was born to a family of means (his father around his political status. He purged thousands of Prologue:
was in the CCP’s Politburo3), but had to endure a politicians and bureaucrats, whom he saw as likely 

The People’s Republic of China (PRC), is poised to 
challenging time during his student years; his father future challengers to his absolute political power, 

become a major strategic rival to the United States. 
fell out of favour with Mao, got imprisoned, and was using anti-corruption laws to great effect, effectively 

Whether or not Beijing intends to challenge 
subsequently released without a Politburo laying the foundation for an unprecedented (and at the 

Washington’s primacy, its economic boom and 
rehabilitation. time unconstitutional) Third-term and possibly an 

growing national ambitions make competition, 
unchallenged life-long CCP Chairmanship.His domestic policy paradigm - The Xi Jinping way - inevitable.

seems to be influenced by experiences in three distinct Xi admits to an outsized role played by Wang Huning  
With PRC and US engaging in multi-theatre (cold) 

phases of his growing-up years. (a Political Theorist), for the entire duration of his 
clashes for Global Dominance, it’s challenging to 

Political life, in being the strategist behind his domestic In memoirs of his childhood years, Xi wrote about the forecast future outcomes, however, understanding 
policy doctrines like ‘Common Prosperity’ - a slick re-challenges of growing up in a weak China: emerging China’s pre- Independence circumstances, and their 
branding of Communism’s paradigm of social equality. from the double humiliation in less than a Century of influence on PRC’s domestic and foreign policy 
So far, this policy has led to a high-visibility crackdown the Opium epidemic and a complete collapse of its doctrines (largely postulated in the first-decade post-
on Capitalism on one hand, and a state-led high-pitch armed resistance to the marauding Japanese. Perhaps, 1949), furnishes us with some clues on China’s 
propaganda extolling the advantages of socialism-type he still carries memory overhangs of these indignities, trajectory. 
outcomes on the other. However, facts point in a and is aiming to reverse this, via the great 

Opium wars (1839 to 1842) and the resultant Colonial different direction as the release of PRC’s economic rejuvenation-3, using all means available at PRC’s 
exploitation through drug trade, resulted in epidemic data has progressively diminished, even as Global disposal - social, political, diplomatic and economic.
levels of Opium addiction, pan-China. Per CCP’s Economists remain sceptical about the state-published An illustration of this is the utilization of ethnic propaganda, these were Freedom Struggles (sic). In figures, and muse that they may altogether stop cleansing as a state tool to prevent separatism in several ways, these wars sowed the seeds of the coming out in future, to prevent the state’s narrative of Xinjiang and Tibet. His 2012 speech, detailing the People’s movement, a segway to the ensuing Common Prosperity coming under duress.Xinjiang Agenda, was an unambiguous policy Communist movement of the 1900s.

Xi & Wang’s politics are driving China’s wealthy and statement, laying down a roadmap for resettling Hans 
Thereafter, the Japanese invasion during World War 2 MNCs out of the country and forcing foreign firms to into Uighur territories, scaling-up on people 
led to immense destruction, famines and deaths in the seek alternate production hubs. Entrepreneurs like surveillance and expanding mass re-education camps 
Chinese heartland. Jack Ma, who were increasingly and vocally becoming (prisons, in reality!) PRC has nipped attempts to 
These two scars of indignity and insecurity made poster boys of Western-style Liberalism were reined question Human Rights violations, deftly exercising 
rebuilding National Dignity and Stature the core of in, using newly minted Financial Regulations. Tax their U. N. Security Council (UNSC) veto.
PRC’s doctrines. Notably, PRC aims to pursue political, raids, carried out on US-Headquartered Management Another example of PRC’s rising diplomatic heft is 
social and military modernity, for the great Consultancies and US-based Venture Capital firms their manoeuvring of The World Health Organization 
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation by 2049. (like Sequoia) have been made to spin-off and bring during Covid-19. While the US was preoccupied with 

their Chinese Operations under PRC’s full regulatory This article is a short trek to explore the Geo-Political its domestic challenges during the Trump regime, PRC 
oversight.and Economic implications for Chinese citizens as well stealthily penetrated the United Nations and its 

as the world-at-large, of Xi Jinping and his PRC’s It is no surprise then to see PRC’s recent lack of various arms, eventually rendering W.H.O. toothless to 
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economic progress. One in five Chinese youth is Uniquely, CCP controls the P.L.A. (People’s Liberation Us’s reduced involvement in the Middle-East was 
jobless, there’s real estate sector duress and a Army, viz. the Chinese military), unlike Democracies, consequent to their shale oil revolution. As it became a 
deteriorating demographic dividend, leading China where professional militaries report to elected net oil exporter, no longer dependent on G.C.C. 
into a middle-income trap. It is likely they won’t governments. PLA Projects Hard Military Power as a countries for its energy security, US withdrew from the 
escape it unlike Japan, South Korea and Singapore, Tool to project its Superpower status. It maintains role of a net provider of security in Middle-East. Filling 
which had much younger and smaller populations and the world’s largest standing army and cache of naval this vacuum, China, opportunistically catalysed a 
were able to pivot their economies towards Services & assets. Xi and Wang promulgated the ‘Civil-Military Saudi-Iran Peace Deal, a diplomatic coup, which also 
Hi-Tech. fusion’ doctrine, for designing dual-use heavy gave it augmented energy security,  fully taking over 

infrastructure. the mantle from US.People with absolute and unchallenged Political and 
Legislative Powers, like Xi, are prone to make state To rebalance Regional Security, PLA has expanded its Where permitted, PRC uses legitimate means of leasing 
policies based on their whims and beliefs and not influence in South China Sea, Central and Middle- land to build naval bases, namely Djibouti and Israel 
economic hard facts, eventually leading their country Eastern Asia, the Indian-Ocean Region and Africa. (sic), and if not, routinely deploys (BRI) Debt Traps 
towards societal hardships. Policies to put China’s to coerce nations to allow dual-usage of civilian A Grey-zone warfare technique of competing in-
entire urban population under CCTV surveillance and infrastructure, examples being (Sri Lanka’s) between War and Peace - Lawfare (Four-Sha in 
increasing Internet censorship, point towards Hambantota Port and (Myanmar’s) Coco Islands.Mandarin) - has been deployed around (Japan’s) 
unprecedented levels of intrusion into monitoring and Senkaku Islands, Nine-Dash Line in South China Sea Economically, China is vulnerable to US’s actions. 
controlling Chinese citizens’ private lives. Xi’s policy of (despite the International Court of Justice’s 2016 anti- China holds the largest stockpile of US-Government 
Common Prosperity is reminiscent of how Mao’s ill- China order) and (India’s) Arunachal Pradesh, debt, and any financial sanctions can cripple its 
conceived Great Leap’s Four Pests campaign masterminding Salami Slicing and gaining Territorial exporting prowess. The world’s largest exporter is 
boomeranged. (sic - sparrows were declared state rights over strategic sea-routes and natural resources conscious of the US Dollar’s super-power as the Global 
enemies, and their incentivized killing eventually led (e.g. the South China Sea is estimated to hold eleven Reserve Currency, one that denominates more than 
to a large-scale national famine). billion barrels of Crude Oil). Such actions have resulted half of the world’s International trade. Hence, it has 
(Second) Cold War: in impacted Indo-Pacific nations (like the Philippines, taken a nuanced approach on the Ukraine invasion: 

Taiwan, Japan, Australia and India) becoming ever- buying (Communist) Russia’s Oil, and extending US Secretary-of-State’s visit to PRC (from the 18th to 
more aligned to Usled groupings of IPMDA, AUKUS, Diplomatic support (at the UNSC, G-20 and other multi-20th of June, instant), was aptly headlined by Reuters - 
NATO+ and 5-Eyes. lateral fora), even as it avoids supplying lethal weapon ‘US State Secretary Blinken lands in China on rare trip 

systems and running afoul of the US-imposed trade with low hopes for any breakthrough’. PRC has firmly moved into the space vacated by US and 
and currency sanctions, demonstrating malleability.Russia in Central Asia, outflanking even its own As both countries increase their level of belligerence, 

Shanghai Co-operation Organization, with the launch Another theatre that China aims to dominate is PRC is making it look like a survival contest between 
of the China-Central Asia Summit (which also gives it Technology. US and PRC are both deploying a two governance systems - Democracy (which PRC 
more ‘privacy’ vs. S.C.O., given India’s absence in multitude of overt and covert actions, to race ahead.refers to as Capitalism) and Communism. The PRC 
C.C.A.S.). They’ve recently signed a Peace Deal with the Notably, let’s look at Artificial Intelligence. US increasingly views the US as deploying a whole-of-
Afghan-Taliban (after a disastrous US-withdrawal), Intelligence believes that Microsoft Exchange’s government effort meant to contain the PRC’s rise, 
intercepting contagion risks of extremism, terrorism massive data hack in 2021 was for Chinese data which presents obstacles to its National Security 

2 and Uighur separatism (from the likes of East scientists to access the large volumes of data needed to Strategy .
Turkestan Islamic Movement, i.e. militant Uighurs). improve their AI models. In a recent interview with 

Frosty US-PRC relations are symptomatic of a Cold 
Wall Street Journal, Elon Musk opined that “China is This also gave China overland access to Iran’s oil, 

War, being fought across various conventional and 
just about a year behind US on AI-Technology”. A bypassing potential maritime blockage threats, from 

unconventional theatres, like Military, quasi-Judicial, recent research paper mentioned that “China launched India (in Malacca Strait) and US (in South China Sea 
Wolf-warrior type Diplomacy, Media, Information 79 large AI language models since 2020, and matched and via Financial sanctions), during military standoffs 
Technology and Economy. US’s run rate in 2022”.or conflicts.
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PRC has been investing heavily in cutting-edge military technologies, e.g. Fifth 
Generation Fighter Aircrafts and advanced Air Defence systems. In 2022, US’s Top 
General, Mike Milley, described a round-the-world flight of a Chinese Hypersonic 
Glide vehicle’ as a “near-Sputnik moment”. PRC further embarrassed US by overflying 
a spate of High-altitude Balloons over (US’s) mainland, purportedly for gathering 
military Intelligence.

China leads the world in Electric Vehicle Technologies. Put together Byton, BYD, SAIC, 
Nio, XPeng and TESLA-China, produced more than half of the EVs sold worldwide in 
2022.

Even as US imposes sanctions on export of advanced microprocessors to China, and 
simultaneously tackles the concentration risk of its semiconductor supply chain in 
geopolitically unstable Taiwan (by incentivizing near-shoring under the CHIPS Act), it 
remains vulnerable to Chinese domination of the rare-earths supply chain, and is 
unlikely to be able to shift this balance of power in the short-term.

Denouement:

PRC’s doctrinal pursuit to secure its Governance System by becoming The Leading 
Superpower, is intensifying competition with Democracies and Nations that follow 
democratic rules-based International Order.

G-7 countries have significant capital investments in China, plus depend on its low 
cost goods to rein-in domestic inflation. With this Bipolarity relapse (post-three 
decades of Unipolarity), countries are acting smartly and taking varied pathways in 
their National Interests. For instance, US wants to De-risk, not Decouple, hence is 
prioritizing near-shoring, friend-shoring, protecting its critical Technologies through 
export controls and courting Swing-State Nations like India and Norway, whereas 
Germany and France are pursuing (polygamous) multi-alignment. 

In conclusion, China’s vectors show no horses in the race to become International

Colonialists. Their actions are synchronous with PRC’s domestic and foreign policy 
directions, as re-defined in Xi Jinping’s tenure, and the world should expect 
directional continuity up to 2049, or as long as Xi chooses to remain CCP’s Chairman.

***
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'Katere Meye' - Jhuma Lahiri
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Birthday - Sabyasachi Roy
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Traditions and Joy  - Srimoyee Dutta

In autumn's grace, she takes her stand,

Durga Maa, with strength and sword in hand.

A festival of colours, lights, and song,

Unites us all, a diverse throng.

In vermilion and gold, she's adorned,

A goddess revered, from dusk till morn.

Drums' rhythmic beats, hearts pound,

Singing voices join in, a harmonious sound.

From ancient rites to modern flair,

Durga Puja's tale is beyond compare.

Evolved traditions and cultures unite,

In every moment our enthusiasm takes flight.

Pandals arise from artistic dreams,

A kaleidoscope of vibrant themes.

Through sculptures and idols our devotion shines,

Connecting hearts from diverse lifelines.

Gathered as one we are a joyful throng,

In unity's embrace we all belong.

Dancing and feasting our spirits ascend,

Enthusiasm and joy, its a boundless blend.

Dhunuchinaach's graceful spin,

Whirling smoke, dance and rhythm.

From Saptami's start to Navami's glow,

Through Ashtami's fervor our emotions flow.

From Saptami's blessings to Navami's grace,

Through Ashtami's fervor, we find our place.

Dussehra's triumph, a grand finale's call,

As good conquers evil, uniting one and all.

So let's celebrate this cherished treasure,

Durga Puja's grace is beyond measure.

A tapestry woven with joy and light,

Guiding our hearts through day and night.

***

Beginning of Kali Puja at our home - Aratrika Mitra Sen
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I love studying about snakes, especially venomous ones. 

There are around 3,000 different types of snakes in the world of which only around 
600 are venomous. Snakes live in a wide variety of habitats including forests, swamps, 
grasslands, deserts and in both fresh and salt water.  

Did you know that there is a big difference between venom and poison? While we use 
the words quite interchangeably, venom enters one’s body through bites and stings 
basically through bloodstream whereas poison enters through swallowing, inhaling 
or absorption through the skin. 

Some of the most venomous snakes that I have read about are: King cobra, which is 
found mostly in plains of India and jungles. The Black Mamba, found in most jungles in 
Australia, is the fastest snake in the world! I also read about The Yellow Bellied Sea 
Snake, it is mostly found in the tropical waters of Hawaii and other places too.

The snake that awestruck me the most was The Golden Lance head, It has the most 
venomous bite in the world! It is found on The Brazilian Snake island which only 
scientists and specialists can go because of the dangerous snakes and animals there. A 
few Golden Lance heads have been found on the coast of Brazil but that is very rare.

I also like non venomous snakes but my favourite out of all is the reticulated python. 
To catch its prey, the reticulated python coils around its prey until the prey dies of 
suffocation then it swallows its prey whole.

Forests are burning, rivers are drying,

Animals have no place to call their home.

The skies are grey from smoke and pollutants

And we are breathing these harmful elements!

Greed has taken over mankind,

Its like everyone has lost their mind.

Cutting down forests to build buildings and factories,

How will we breathe if we cut down all trees?

Save the Earth and all its beings

Control your greed for more and more things!

Be content with things that nature gives,

Clean air to breathe and water to live,

Let’s all join together to plant more trees,

To harness the power of nature’s gifts.

A planet that is green, born of toil and sweat,

Nurture nature or we shall regret !

Snakes - Daebi Chatterjee Nurture Nature - Anoushka Chatterjee

Cosmic Music

The Universe
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India is also becoming more and more important to the striking space where the growth is evident is in India’s The Best Time to be an Indian… is Now !
world, gradually. World leaders are increasingly technology and startup sectors. Companies in these 

- Debashis Banerjee courting India for their strategic and business goals, be sectors are not just offering thousands of jobs for 
it forging associations and trade agreements or engineers and technology graduates, they are also Growing up in the 80s and 90s, people like me have 
acquiring record-breaking aircraft orders, defence creating something called the ‘gig economy’ – a huge seen the country that we live in, India, as an underdog, 
deals & infrastructure projects. Today India is one of base of workers across functions like online platform for most of our lives.
the top markets for global biggies like Apple, Samsung, workers, contract firm workers, on-call workers, and 

The omnipresent challenges of a third-world country, Hyundai etc. Just recently, India became the 5th temporary workers such as delivery boys.
the poor quality of life compared even to developing biggest market for Apple iPhones, considered an Today, finding a livelihood, especially if you live in a countries like our South-East Asian neighbours, the expensive product in any country. city, is vastly easier than say twenty years ago, where lack of career opportunities, and a host of other stark 

It was post-liberalization in 1991, that things started you had to have predefined qualifications and undergo factors had kept the morale of the common Indian 
to change for India. It was only when the Indian a complicated process to land even a low-paying job. quite low, and the feeling of being an Indian, well, not 
economy opened up and began an unfettered so great! While all this plays out in India’s urban space, India is 
exchange with the outside world, did the resilience of still a rural-skewed country. The next phase of But things have been changing, particularly in recent India become evident. Despite the red tape and less- development, which perhaps is the most crucial for times. There is a clear indication that India is finding than-satisfactory policies of successive governments India’s transition from a low-income to a middle-its place under the Sun, once again. and the intrinsic politics, the spirit of our country was income economy, will lie in the growth in semi-urban 
unstoppable. Some positive developments that have made us all and rural geographies. With rise in literacy levels and 

proud in recent times include India being the first During the pre-liberalization era, most jobs available access to technology made possible by the telecom 
country in the world to land its spaceship were in the Govt or PSU sectors. Today there’s a stark revolution, we should be able to see sharp progress 
‘Chandrayaan’ near the south pole of the Moon, Neeraj difference, where the booming private sector is here as well. 
Chopra winning India its first-ever gold medal in the providing meaningful employment to most of us. Govt Naysayers, as always, will have a lot of negative things World Athletics Championship, and India hosting the jobs have become a rarity. In fact today, there are more to say about the current state of India and its growth prestigious G20 summit attended by 30+ world pensioners than active employees in the Govt sector. story, especially from a political perspective. But there leaders.

Probably the single biggest factor that has helped in is little doubt that India is well and truly poised to 
Today, countries are made important by their providing the right momentum to the Indian economy become the most important country in the world over 
economic might. In that context, the economy of the is the progress and adoption of technology. The seeds the next century and to reclaim the crown that she had 
Indian subcontinent used to be the largest in the world of this were sown by IT & software firms like Infosys, worn for most of recorded history. Common Indians 
for most of recorded history up until the onset of TCS & Wipro, who established India as a strong force in will finally reap the benefits as we move forward 
colonialism in the early 19th century. But British rule technology and software. deeper into the twenty-first century.
relegated India to one of the poorest and most pitiable 

However, the real game-changer has been in the countries in the world for almost two centuries.
effective combination of technology and telecom. By 

But history has a tendency to repeat itself, and India is making internet accessible to the masses through 
slowly clawing back to claim its rightful place on the cheap mobile handsets and low data costs, today most 
world stage once again. From a poor No.13 in 2000, of India is well-connected and has access to 
India now ranks as the No.5 world economy, and is opportunities not just in India but across the world. 
soon to become the third-largest in the world, in 

A large swathe of traditional Indian companies have nominal GDP terms. While our progress is miles 
been able to rise up to global challenges and are behind our neighbour China, there is an overall sense 
performing well on the international stage. The most of optimism in the India growth story. 
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'Saborno Kotha' - Devarshi Roychowdhury
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BIOSPACE EVENTS AND SERVICES

Did you know that under Biofuels;

All Retail outlets in India for Petrol & Diesel, 

today, sell petrol blended with 12% Ethanol. Ethanol 

saves precious crude oil imports for India and reduces 

air pollution by more than 30%.

India is poised for phenomenal growth under 

Government’s Biofuel Policy and G20 association, next 

only to United States and Brazil. It’s one of the lead 

energy alternatives alongwith electric vehicles, 

solar/wind power and green hydrogen in the next 25 

years in India’s “Amrut Kaal”. 

For all kinds of consultation, guidance and liasioning: 

SOURABH BANERJEE
Consultant & Advisor,

Biofuels & Renewable Energy, Mumbai

(Formerly General Manager -Ops Biofuels in Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.)

(Sr. Advisor, Biodiesel Association of India)

(Participating member, All India Distillers Association)

Email: Sourabh.u4ic@gmail.com

Contact: (+91) 7872262245, 9821353182
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Train to Jhansi (a Chambalese frontier town), from Lady with the Shopping Bag                                    
where I’d trundle to Lucknow by Bus.-Kuhu Bhattacharya

The Bus was full. Maybe full can’t describe it fully. The 
The only thing I desperately sought in that moment 

conductor had taken on fifty more standing 
was to RUN.

passengers than seats. Aisles were jampacked, leaving 
Yet here I was, standing with hands and feet bound, only a tiny space between two rows of seats, in front of 
facing a Rifle-Toting Bandit Gang, in the middle of the seated brethren.
India’s own Texan heartland - The Chambals. There 

Wedged into the tiny space in front of me, now, was a 
were a dozen men - all with over-sized moustaches, 

skinny lady, balancing a small child in one hand, and a 
glowing oily skin, betel-stained teeth - saddled onto 

ragtag Shopping Bag in the other. Passing through the 
horse-backs.

bag’s hoop, her hand had clutched the hand railing 
I wasn’t alone. A Bus full of innocent passengers had above the seat right in front of me. She may have 
been waylaid by the Bandits, for daring to travel at boarded from a village en-route (while I was in 
night, and challenge the mythical legend that no one Dreamland). It looked like she was travelling home 
travels in Chambals after the cows-go-home. after a jaunt to the weekly Haat (villagers’ market). 

But something was not right about the night. It felt It’s the Saree that I had touched; her voice had been the 
swelteringly hot. At 10 in the night, I had never voice from-afar.
experienced such heat wave ever earlier. And then the 

I reached out, well and truly awake by now, offered her 
loud music. Who, at this un-godly hour would play 

my seat, knowing fully well that it was the last that I 
Bollywood songs? Progressively, it was becoming 

would get to sit for the rest of my three-hour journey 
unbearable. And, then my throat felt Dry. Very Dry.

ahead.
Instinctively, my hand reached out, searching for the 

She didn’t even pause to blink! Once seated, she looked 
water bottle, and as it touched it, the Plastic felt like 

up at me and something inside me made me ask, “Can I 
Silk. And then, a faint voice seemed to whisper in 

hold your child?” The kid passed into my arms. She 
Hindi, ‘Behenji, yeh meri Saree hai’ (Sister, this is my 

sighed,  relieved in becoming a l itt le less 
apparel).

uncomfortable.
I woke up with a start. My daydreaming over! Where 

This moment of joy - seeing a human less burdened 
was I? Why was I in a Bus?

and the carefree smile of an unknown child, joyfully 
Well, I was en-route to my hometown Lucknow, an playing with a stranger - I was reminiscent of the true 
Indian State Capital. Traffic-stuck in Mumbai (Oh No! meaning of empathy: a gentle embrace of  
Not another State Capital), I missed my flight. Rushing understanding, whispered through heartfelt actions.
thereafter, I’d managed a berth in a soon departing 

With Best Compliments from

Suvendu and Suchetna 
Choudhury

With Best Compliments from

R. K. Plastics
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TRAVEL & WILDLIFE

Bon Voyage!

Bengalis are known for their travel bug which gets them packing their bags at 

the drop of a hat and set off to near and distant lands. Sea, Mountain, Jungle, 

Desert, History, Art, World cup, Olympics…you name it. Such is the desire to 

see, feel, explore and experience that this bug, exists across social strata.    

This section captures recent experiences of some of our members.

And to those who are packed and ready to board, 



ADVANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES - www.advancepanels.com 

“ADVANCE PANELS & SWITCHGEARS PVT. LTD.”,  “ANANT POWERTECH”, “ADVANCE EPC Contracts” 

Manf. Units: 

Sales & Service Branch:   Employee

2,00,000.00 Sq. Ft Production Area  &  5 Factories at Delhi, Sonepat, Haridar, Gr. Noida. 

9 Nos. across India :1250+|

Customer Foot Prints: 
  PAN India, islands & overseas- Nepal, Bangladesh, Middle East, Africa.  

Technical Partnership: 

Schneider - Blokset Panels (IEC61439-TTA) & “33kV / 11kV Panels. 

L&T - Ti Panels (IEC61439 - TTA)           

Manufacturing Units  Sandwich Bus Ducts & LT Panels Cable Trays & Raceways EPC Contracts : Substations, DG Sets, Lighting, Wirings, Cables, Cable Trays.  

• 

• 

• 

Since 1979…
Turnover -380 Cr  

    HT & LT Panels: 33kV/11kV Panels, LT Panels - PCC, MCC, PDB, APFC, iMCC, 

    Draw-out Panels, VFD, SCADA, HVAC Panels, Smart Panel, Hybrid Panels, 

    TTA Panels (IEC 61439) etc.

    Bus Ducts & Rising Mains: HV/LV Products replacements of cables.

    Cable Trays & Floor Raceways: GI, SS, Hot Dip all sizes.

    After Sales & Service / Customer Care.

    Electrical Trunkey Projects.

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Products & Services: 
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(sanctuary) and the rest, sangharamas or viharas if not in the world!'A Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever', 
(monastery). The caves are connected with the river Endymion, Book I, John Keats                            
by rock-cut staircases.

- Santanu Sen
Ajanta is directly and materially associated with the 

We were fortunate to visit the Ajanta and Ellora Caves history of Buddhism and a unique artistic achievement 
in November 2022, considered as the gem of Indian and it has exerted a considerable influence in India and 
archaeological history, dating  back to the 2nd century elsewhere, extending, in particular, to Java. With its 
to 10th century. Each cave is notable with its two groups of monuments corresponding to two 
uniqueness and bold structure that characterises the important moments in Indian history, this rupestral 
craftsmanship of ancient India making it the most ensemble bears exceptional testimony to the 
strongest and largest caves of all. evolution of Indian art, as well as to the determining 
Ajanta and Ellora caves, located near Aurangabad, role of the Buddhist community, intellectual and 
Maharashtra can be considered to be one of the finest religious foyers, schools and reception centres in India 
examples of ancient rock-cut caves, defining India’s during the Satavahana and Vakataka dynasties.
Art and Architectural accomplishment, starting  Ajanta Caves exemplifies one of the greatest 
around second century BC. While Ajanta is mostly achievements in ancient Buddhist rock-cut 
about beautiful paintings made on cave walls on the architecture. The artistic traditions at Ajanta present 
theme of Buddhism, Ellora is all about sculpture and an important and rare specimen of art, architecture, 
architecture belonging to three different religions painting, and socio-cultural, religious and political 
prevailing in the country during those times- history of contemporary society in India.
Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism.

The Ajanta & Ellora Caves are listed by UNESCO as a 
Ellora (also known as Elura and, in ancient times, as World Heritage Site, managed by ASI and is celebrated 
Elapura) are 34 monasteries and temples, extending for its Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain temples and 
over more than 2 km, dug side by side in the wall of a monuments and invaluable ensemble of cavesserves 
high basalt cliff , multi-storeyed buildings carved into as a window to ancient India, including socio-cultural 
the mountain face in the Charanandri hills and these phenomena, material culture, politics, and lifestyles
structures consist mostly of viharas or monasteries, . 

Best time to visit : June to March, while the Ajanta The highlight of the all the Hindu caves is the Kailasha, 
Ellora Festival, in October is a must attend. designed to recall Mount Kailash  alone took hundred 

years to be completed. These rock-cut cave temples at There were also other sites to visit in Aurangabad and 
Ellora dates back to the 5th and the 12th century., are after we visited Ajanta Ellora, we were taken to the 
all numbered, and Caves 1&12 are the oldest of the lot, mini Taj, a visit, I do not necessarily recommend.
dating back to the 5th century. These caves are 

To sum it up, Ellora is incredibly impressive for its 
Buddhist caves, and show traces of Mahayana 

architecture, whilst Ajanta is impressive for what’s 
philosophy of Buddhism. 

inside the caves as the paintings are incredible. These 
The caves at Ajanta are a collection of ancient Buddhist excavated caves also makes you to think what 
temples and monasteries carved into a 75-meter (246- instruments were used that gave so amazing result 
foot) vertical cliff rock wall above the left bank of the and strong carvings. If you’re have not visit, put Ellora 
river Waghora in the hills of Ajanta. They are thirty in and Ajanta caves on your bucket list because they were 
number, including the unfinished ones, of which five easily the most impressive sites we have seen in India, 
(caves 9, 10, 19, 26 and 29) are chaityagri has 
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Beauty of the Western Ghats - Supriyo Lahiry
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My First Jungle Safari - Oishi Chatterjee

Earlier this year, I had a fantastic experience of being on a jungle safari for the very first 

time. When I first heard the name Tadoba, little did I know that we were here for an 

adventure that I will remember for many years.

Tadoba is about 150 KM from Nagpur - and we arrived in the evening to settle down at 

the hotel for the night.

I was warned that I need to be up by 4.00 am in the morning for my first jungle safari -   

I was not too excited about that! It rained overnight - and when we woke up in the 

morning, it was freezing cold!

We started our ride on the open jeeps - and on the very first day we sighted a pack of 

wild dogs, and two tigers -  and the tiger was just freshly injured after a recent fight!     

It was majestic- the lord.

We wrapped up our breakfast inside the jungle in a camping area - and on our way out 

we had sightings of deer and bulls.

We had merely rested, it was time again for our afternoon safari. This time it was not as 

chilly of course and more pleasant.

After the morning excitement of tiger sighting, this time we saw a leopard and boy he 

was staring at us

I came back excited but a little drained out - and was settling for a good night’s sleep - 

my parents informed us we are going for a night safari!

The jungle in the night has an enchanting beauty and sounds that can be expressed in 

one word - mesmerizing. This time we saw sloth bear, a few rabbits and a wild cat. 

The next day was again a day of excitement, with two safaris, making new friends both 

human and animals, including the pet dog and cats who were at the hotel we were 

staying.

As I headed back home, life full of memories had been created - and I was surely closer 

to nature and its magical beauty - thankful that I could experience it safely along with 

my family.
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beaches we went to and the aesthetic cafes we visited.Prateek Kuhad & A Vibeshwari 
There’s something very unique and pleasing about Pondicherry Trip - Gayatri Chowdhary
Pondicherry; not only its aesthetics, cleanliness and I hadn't delved into Prateek Kuhad's music until early 
safety but also the way it is naturally blessed with March this year. Before that, I had only listened to the 
picturesque beauty.trending reel song of Kasoor. Once, while scrolling 

through Spotify I just happened to check out his music 
and see what this hype was all about. And when I did, 
there was no turning back. This guy makes music that 
feels like therapy to your soul! It’s a different vibe 
altogether no? Makes you feel like you’re sitting on a 
beach and the sea is singing to you! 

Aurobindo Ashram is indeed quite a peaceful place. It Shortly after, my 2 best friends from school and I took 
exudes an aura of tranquillity and spirituality that a trip down to Pondicherry. If there was a way to 
envelops anyone who visits this place.describe my Pondicherry Trip, I would call it a Prateek 

Kuhad song! The entire vibe of his music captured the Oh beautiful Pondicherry, I’ll see you again!
essence of this trip

We stayed in a beautiful Airbnb property with 
aesthetically designed interiors. That’s what defines 
Pondicherry - natural aesthetics, vibrant colours, 
pretty cafes, serene beaches and simple, sweet locals! 

I just happened to play Kasoor in our room and one of 
my best friends said that she also loves his music! 
Then, that was it, our 14-year-old bond became even 
better!

Kasoor, Cold (Mess), Tum Jab Pass were our Pondi 
anthems! We played Kuhad’s music in our room, the 
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To warm up, our group had a small, fun Garba session. It was such a beautiful sight to view! The pace of the When Roads Went Crazy in Kerala
Following the fun fare, 2 Safari Jeeps arrived and we sun’s rising slowed down for a couple of minutes until 

 - Gayatri Chowdhary split into a group of 2. Then began, the dynamic 1 hour it caught speed and when it did, it did with victory! 
ride! Imagine, you’re on a road safari going against Everyone actually cheered for the sun to come out as 
gravity uphill, The driver is trained to make your ride though they were motivating their loved ones in a race! 
as adventurous as possible, the road he’s driving on is Beautiful!!
bumpy, rocky and cracky, and you’re in the company of 
people who are scared for life! Superhit Bollywood 
numbers are playing in the background just to make 
your ride all the more movie-sh! Well, that sounds 
scary but I thoroughly enjoyed the it. I can’t express 
how fun-filled and amazing it was! I enjoyed it as much 
as I enjoyed the Desert Safari in Dubai! 

We reached the Kollukamalai top; freshened up and 
then geared up for a small 5-minute trek to Sunrise 
Point joining other groups of visitors at the point. It 
was around 5 A.M. when we reached there and we 
patiently waited for the sun’s arms to show up. People 

This February I channeled my inner Naina to go solo 
from all walks of life were present there; couples, 

on a guided Kerala tour. I, along with a tour group 
groups of youngsters, solo travellers, families, etc. I 

travelled through Munnar, Kollukamalai, Thekkady, We sat there, looking at the sunrise and departed for remember one particular group started playing 
Alleppey, and Varkala on a road trip! One of the many Kollukamalai base. I asked the tour guide to let me sit in dhinchak songs and was immediately asked to shut up. 
memorable experiences of the trip was the the front next to the Jeep driver so I could be able to Slowly, the darkness faded, as the sun’s beauty spread. 
adventurous ride to Kollukamalai Peak! We left our take better pictures of the greenery-filled route. The What was more enchanting was the gradient the sun 
Munnar hotel room at 1:00 A.M. and boarded a bus car ride began and my tour mates slept on the way created around its form, all across the sky surrounding 
ride to the base of Kollukamalai. We arrived there at down. While coming down, I could see the lit version of it. The way its rays cinematographically fell on the 
around 3:30 A.M. The climate was cold, and the sky the route we had driven on, on our way to the peak. The mountains and added colour to them. 
offered a fantastic view; I could see so many stars up route was garlanded with lush green tea plantations 
there! We don't get to witness such starry views in the that spiralled all the way up to the top. Fresh air, scenic 
city. view, greenery and serene songs playing in the 

background - It was a wholesome experience!!
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rooted in the reasons of 1962 Indo-China war and the spread exotic Assamese lunch on the way of did make An unforgettable trip to the “Land of the 
continuing backlashes thereafter, and could us a trifle soporific, but we knocked off the spell, by a Rising Sun” - Dr. Trisha Sengupta
appreciate that the need of ILP was unavoidable, and fabulous wayside tea break in a clearing within a jungle 

Yes, I am referring to the State of Arunachal Pradesh, prudent. dominated by tall “sal” trees.
perhaps the most North-Eastern part of India. It is only 

With 1,126 km of border that A.P. shares with China but natural that as a State, it is the first one to witness 
(out of total of 3,488 km Indo-China border), and given the rays of the rising sun, and hence the loving 
that McMahon Line continues to be a dispute, A.P. is reference to “Land of the Rising Sun”.
still referred to as Zangnan or South Tibet by China. A 

As a practising doctor in London for past two years, my substantial part of the 83,743 sq.km. of the State, is still 
visits to India are now far and few in between, and do claimed by China to be its part, and 11 places in A.P. 
not last for more than 2-3 weeks. So, in late Feb’23, have been named by China. The place is militarily 
when my father gingerly broached the topic of a sensitive, and on high alert all the while. 
possible visit to A.P. in early April, honestly, I could not 

Other than being flanked by China in the North, A.P. immediately warm up to the thought. Had mixed 
shares borders with Assam & Meghalaya in South, feelings. Nearly one-third of my total stay in India 
Myanmar in South East and Bhutan in the West.would need to be dedicated to the trip, the place is also 
But first let’s start with Guwahati, the capital of Assam, so remote that some of my Indian friends, even if they 
where we arrived from Mumbai on 3rd April. In order wanted to, cannot make a sudden plan and be with me. 
to conserve time, straightaway from airport we went My mother was more brazen, and devilishly grinned 
and saw the famous Kamakhya Temple, and and said that “after many years, all four of us, including On the way from Guwahati to Bhalukpong : “far from the 
thereafter visited Brahmaputra Heritage Centre and your brother Tuhin, would get to spend some quality madding crowd”
finished off lunch (mmm, what a delectable local time together” ! That’s when I knew that it’s wise to 

Almost 180 km to the North-East of Guwahati, on this Assamese spread we had!). After checking into our give up and go with the flow, and make the most of the 
route, we passed through one of the famous Army Hotel and resting a while, we also undertook the trip !
bases at Assam, the city of Tezpur (the “city of blood”). beautiful hour long Brahmaputra Cruise (with wine, My father promised that it would be 8 days all-in, and History has it that once ruled by the famous Asura King snacks and music of course). Rounded off the day by there we were, on 3rd of April, on Mumbai-Guwahati Banasura, Sonitpur, as the city was known then, had walking down to the famous Fancy Bazaar and did morning Indigo service. witnessed the fiercest battle during ancient days some quick shopping, including Assamese Tea.

The entire itinerary was well planned through where thousands lost their lives and the entire area 
4th of April, post breakfast, we checked out from our Thomas Cook, and we would be having an Innova at was reportedly drenched in blood. Lord Krishna 
Hotel and went to Kalashetra and Museum areas, our disposal, right from Guwahati airport on arrival, himself, had fought and defeated King Banasura, who 
enjoyed thoroughly glimpses of history and evolution and back to Guwahati airport during departure on the had imprisoned Lord Krishna’s grandson Aniruddha, 
of Assam, its ethnic groups, their habits and traits, 8th day. All Hotel Bookings were done, and so were the the Prince of Dwarka, for having fallen in love with King 
right through visit of Dalai Lama and thereafter the online Inner Line Permits (ILP). Banasura’s lovely daughter Usha. The modern day 
cultural awakening inspired by stalwarts like the late Tezpur boasts of a rich contemporary history of fine By the way, A.P. is the only State in India where, one Shri Bhupen Hazarika, through his unique and arts and music.needs to apply for a visa-like instrument ! memorable compositions and songs. 

After 6 pm, we checked into our cottage-dotted Estate ILP, we were told, is not only to be kept handy before We then proceeded out of Guwahati on the Tezpur of ATDC at Bhalukpong, and soaked in the ethereal entering the State, but mandatory for checking into route to our place of stay for tonight, Bhalukpong, beauty and quietness all around. In the distance and any Hotels there. nearly 250 km+, 5 hours+ drive. Passed through down, we could still make out the silvery thread of the 
I could do some quick catch-up reading on the flight breathtaking agricultural landscape, Himalayan mellifluous Kameng River, in the approaching dusk.
and could make out that this sensitivity is deeply ranges at a distance, and thickly wooded stretches. A 9 
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We walked to the local market less than 500 m away 5th of April, we first walked down to the river-side We moved on from Tippi Orchid Centre through 
and picked up few excellent local fruit flavored wines. after our first cup of tea, enjoying the breaking dawn, breathtaking winding roads and continued climbing - 
Over soothing music and dim lights (voltage in the the chirping of quaint birds, the soft lapping sounds of post lunch at a road-side homestay kind of a joint, we 
area anyways not consistent), we sipped our wines in the river dancing past, and did some yoga. took a break at the mesmerizing Sangti Valley, just 15 
our cozy balcony while my father read out some ghost km short of Dirang, a chosen spot for many Bollywood 
stories, to match the ambience. The high point after film shootings, and also known for its sheep breeding 
couple of glasses of wine was me breaking into an and hot springs.
impromptu and “more-laugh-than-scare inducing” 
version of Michael Jackson’s sensational horror dance 
flick “Thriller”, on the deserted dark street outside the 
Main Gate and my mother even video recording it! 

Bhalukpong : “the gentle Kameng river flowing past”

Post a sumptuous breakfast at the Resort, we checked 
out and embarked on our 155 km, 6 hours + drive to 
the city of Dirang (altitude of 4910 feet) at Arunachal Bhalukpong to Dirang: “taking a break at the 
Pradesh, crossing the Assam - Arunachal border soon. mesmerizing Sangti Valley”
But with a lovely stopover at Tippi Orchid Centre, 

Before checking into our Hotel at Dirang, we paid 
sheltering more than 500 varieties of orchids. Tippi 

homage at Dirang Monastery, located almost at the 
Orchidarium, under the aegis of State Forest Research Our cottages at Bhalukpong: “behold the misty highest point in the area.
Institute, spearheads research on orchids, and quite mysterious dusk”
well known for their exotic collection, and exemplary 

During dinner, we were told by the Resort 
work in nurturing orchid preservation. Among many 

Management not to stray out of the Resort Main Gate 
other species, we were thrilled to see the carnivorous 

late night, since wild elephants who came to drink at 
“Pitcher Plant”.

Kameng River, at times, did become adventurous 
enough to clamber up the winding road from the river 
bed area just about 2 km from the Resort, often coming 
very near the Main Gate of the Resort.

Dirang Monastery: also known as “Thupsung Dharghye 
Ling Monastery”Bhalukpong to Dirang : Tippi Orchid Centre - close-up of Bhalukpong: “an early morning stroll to the Kameng river”

a rare orchid  
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After lounging around and walking in the local market 

a bit, we retired for the night and next day, after 

checked out and set onto the most adventurous and 

picturesque part of the journey, Dirang to Tawang, an 

ascent from 4,910 feet to 10,000 feet. Going by the 

textbook, 155 km, 6.5 hours trip, with a 30-minute 

lunch break.

But what’s the tearing hurry? There were so many 

places to be seen during the trip.

Our first stop was at Jaswant Garh War Memorial. 

Legend has it that Jaswant Singh, Mahavir Chakra 

Awardee (Posthumous), of the 4th Battalion Garhwal 

Rifles, fought a lone battle against the invading 

Chinese during the 1962 war. His spirit is still believed 

to protect the place. Just stopped at the “Sela Pass” The magnificent Jung Falls

Tawang is the beautiful land of the Monpa tribe. ‘The 

Land of Dawn-lit Mountains’ as it is known as, at 10,000 

feet, soothes one’s senses by its sheer purity and 

unobstructed Himalayan views. We had a rocking time 

in a nearby quaint Buddhist café, and being very tired, 

finished an early dinner. Ambient temperature was 

below 5 degrees C.

Jaswant Garh War Memorial : A tribute to those who laid 

down their lives during 1962 Chinese invasion Part of the semi frozen Sela Lake
Our next stop was Sela Pass. At 13700 feet, and Our last stop before hitting Tawang was the Jung Falls 
located about 78 km before reaching Tawang, the Sela (original name -Nuranang Falls). At an altitude of 
Pass is snow-covered (full or partial) all through the around 6,000 feet and ~ 40 km before Tawang city, this At a quaint Buddhist Café at Tawangyear and has breathtaking mystic views. Close to the is one of the most stunning waterfalls in North East 

When we woke up next day, our bedroom windows Pass is the beautiful Sela Lake, a heart-shaped lake India. The height of the falls is about 100 meters. The 
were deep frosted, even with the room heater being on chiseled between the mountains, which intensifies the legend goes that it is named after a Monpa girl Nura 
for the full night - outside temperature at 7 am in the beauty of the region. The Lake is mostly frozen in who aided an Indian soldier during the 1962 Sino-
morning was 1 degree C.winter. Indian War.
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After breakfast, our first visit was the Tawang We broke for lunch, and went back to our Hotel in local in the 15thcentury. After this, we made one more stop-

Monastery. The Tawang Monastery, also known as market area. Did some shopping, and finished a over at the Bomdila Monastery, just before entering 

the “GALDEN NAMGYEL LHATSE” is one of the largest marvelous lunch, gorging on Naga and Arunachali Bomdila town.

Lamaseries of Mahayana sect in Asia and is the largest spread, at a cute popular local restaurant. After a short 

of its kind in India. The Monastery is 400 year old  and siesta and a quick Monpa tea, visited the Joginder 

is adorned with a 18 feet high statue of Lord Buddha, Singh War Memorial. Witnessed the light & sound 

majestically overlooking the Tawang-Chu valley. show in the evening, showcasing the sheer bravery of 

Indian forces during the Indo-China war of 1962, who, Followed by another stopover at the Ani Gompa.
though outnumbered and outgunned, did not give 

away even an inch without a fight, and forced the 

retreat of the Chinese forces, who had invaded from 

three different directions, almost simultaneously.

The Urgelling Monastery: birth place of the 6th Dalai 

Lama

At Tawang Monastery: Paying our respects to Lord 

Buddha

Joginder Singh War Memorial: set up of the evening light 

& sound show, conducted by Indian Army personnel 

stationed at Tawang

We returned to our hotel, feeling fiercely proud of our 

Indian Army and our brave soldiers. Since it was 

getting too cold, we snuggled inside our comforters 

and saw a war movie together. The serene Bomdila Monastery
Next day we checked out for our last destination, Bomdila town was a lovely place to be explored on foot, 
another sensitive area for Indian Defense sector, the we did some excellent shopping of local artefacts and 
town of Bomdila (altitude 8,000 feet). antiques, had an exotic local dinner, and went to sleep 
On the way, our first stop was at the Urgelling early, since next day would be a long travel, as we were 
Monastery, just about 5 km away from Tawang city. to embark on our return journey to Guwahati, a 340 
The birth place of the 6th Dalai Lama, born in the 17th km, 9 hours trip (with breaks, including lunch break, At Ani Gompa: enjoying the tranquility amidst the 
century, it was established by the Lama Urgen Sangpo closer to 10.5 hours).mighty Himalayas
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With a heavy heart, we checked out of Bomdila and started our return trip to 

Guwahati. It turned out to be a long trip, but was enthralling all along, particularly 

since our driver brought us back through a different route.

So much so that before stopping for lunch at around 3 pm, when we were about 50 km 

away from Guwahati, he was kind enough to stop for a while and let us photograph 

the Assam-Bhutan border.

A glimpse of the Assam-Bhutan border

Not much of an action after checking into our Guwahati Hotel, except for more local 

shopping, wine and dinner, and near immediate sleep after hitting the bed.

Next day, we checked out after breakfast, and went to Brahmaputra Heritage Centre 

and one of the renowned Assam Emporium outlets, to purchase Assamese jackets 

and hats, masks and show-pieces (including small wooden rhinoceros, my Dad’s 

favorite !).

On the way to the airport, I felt like crying - we had a whale of a family time at 

unforgettable, remote, pristine locations.

With Best Compliments From:

OBEROI REALTY LIMITED
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Greco-Roman cities of the Decapolis under Roman Jordan - A journey through time and 
rule, before being directly ruled as part of the Arabia culture  - Tania Sen
Petraea province. As we wandered through the city's 

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, stretching from bustling markets and colourful Rainbow street, we feel 
the Syrian desert to the Gulf of Aqaba, is a land of the harmonious blend of tradition and modernity. 
contrasts, where the modern world coexists 

Roman Theatre: One of the most magnificent 
harmoniously with its rich historical past. Nestled 

landmarks in Amman. Built during the era of the 
between war torn countries like Israel, Syria and Iraq, 

Antonine emperors, at the end of the 2nd century AD 
Jordan is the chosen land; peaceful, diverse, majestic, 

this impressive stone structure has amazing 
gentle and rich. 

r e v e r b e r a t i o n ,  i n g e n i o u s  d e s i g n  a n d  c a n  
After the Arab revolt against the Ottomans in 1916 accommodate more than 5,000 audiences.
during World War One, the region was partitioned by 

Citadel : The city's historic downtown, known as the 
Britain and France, with the Emirate of Trans-jordan 

Citadel, is perched on a hill and dates back to the days 
established in 1921 and becoming a British 

of Roman occupation over Amman in 162AD. One can 
protectorate. Jordan became independent in 1946.

explore the Temple of Hercules ruins, which includes 
Jordan was the first Arabic country my family and I some impressive Roman columns and a marble 
have ever set foot in the month of June this year, not remnant of the hand of Hercules. From the size of the 
counting all the transit airports of course. And my time hand, it is speculated the statue once stood at 13m, 
in this country was absolutely amazing. The arid making it one of the largest marble statues known to 
climate and dust did not detract me from the man.
wonderful, spectacular beauty of Jordan. It was 

Jerash: Jerash, the Pompeii of the East, is an hour’s 
everything we hoped it would be - we tried food we 

drive up north from Amman. It was founded around 
have never heard of, checked off two items from our 

1200 BC, and by 63 BC the Romans occupied the city, 
travel bucket lists (Petra and the Dead Sea), gained 

making it a Roman territory in Syria. By the first 
insights into about Bedouin and Arabic culture 

century AD, Jerash reached the peak of wealth and 
firsthand from local. 

prosperity with a series of works such as a racecourse, 
While each and every places of this country that we a theatre with a capacity of 4,000 people, a temple of 
visited captivated our hearts, the highlights of our ten Zeus and the temple of Goddess Artemis. Walking 
day trip were Amman, Jerash, Petra, Wadi Rum and the through its colonnaded streets, we could almost hear 
Dead Sea! the echoes of chariots and the chatter of the city's 
Amman former inhabitants. It was truly overwhelming.

Our adventure began in Amman, the bustling capital of Castle of Ajloun: This impressive castle we visited in 
Jordan. This modern metropolis stands in stark the north-northwest of Jordan was built in the XII 
contrast to the ancient wonders the country is known century by Ayyubidi on the ruins of a Byzantine 
for. It is the city where world's oldest statues of the monastery. The castle was built by will of a Saladin's 
human form have been unearthed. Known as Rabat general to protect the reign from crusaders, to control 
Aman in the Iron Age, it was renamed as Philadelphia the iron mines of the place and to protect commerce 
in the 3rd century BC, by Ptolemy II Philadelphus, between Jordan and Syria.
Pharaoh of Ptolemaic Egypt.  Amman is one of the ten 
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Petra, the Rose City

The site of what Jordan is best known for - Petra is also 
known as the Rose City. This Nabatean ancient city has 
become the ultimate symbol of Jordan, and it’s really 
no surprise why - everything there is majestic. It 
looked like we era on a set of an Indiana Jones movie! 
Well, actually, we weren’t too far off - Indiana Jones 
and The Last Crusade were filmed here! Hidden within 
the rugged mountains of southern Jordan, this 
UNESCO World Heritage site is called the Rose City due 
to the colour of the stone from which it is carved. 
Walking through the narrow, winding canyon known 
as the Siq, flanked by towering cliffs, we caught our 
first glimpse of the Treasury, a magnificent temple 
carved into the rose-red rock, and also the timeless 
beauty of Ad-Deir monastery. Petra's history and 
architecture left us breathless as we explored its 
tombs, temples, and amphitheatre, all hewn from the 
living rock by the ancient Nabateans, one of the most 
gifted nomads of the ancient world, 2,000 years ago.

Dead Sea

Leaving the desert behind, we made our way to the 
lowest point on Earth - the Dead Sea. The high salt 
concentration in the water allows you to effortlessly 
float on its surface, a truly unique experience. 
Smearing ourselves with the mineral-rich mud found 
along the shoreline was absolute fun and apparently 
also beneficial for our skin!

Jordan that left an indelible mark on our hearts. As we 
traversed the historical sites, embrace the traditions, 
admired the street arts, and savoured the cuisine, the 
country ceased to be just a holiday destination, and 
became an unforgettable journey through time and 
culture.

Wadi Rum

From Petra, we ventured further south into the 

desolate and otherworldly landscapes of Wadi Rum, 

often called the "Valley of the Moon." This vast desert 

expanse is a labyrinth of towering sandstone 

mountains, ancient petroglyphs, and ever-shifting 

dunes. The sand in the desert is orange, the rocky 

mountains are brown or crimson, and the high sand 

dunes curl in the afternoon sun. Due to the extreme 

terrain that makes it look extra-terrestrial, it was 

chosen to be the set for movies like The Martian and 

Lawrence of Arabia. We embarked on a thrilling jeep 

safari through the desert, witnessing the changing 

colours of the landscape as the sun sets over the 

horizon. Spending the night in a Bedouin Bubble camp, 

we experienced traditional Jordanian dinner cooked 

underground, one of our most memorable meals on 

this holiday, and we gazed up at the sky ablaze with 

stars.
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Street Art of Amman



With Best Compliments From:

RANI SNEH

With Best Compliments From:

KARAN JAIN
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FOOD

‘Paet Pujo’ or ‘Belly worship’ 

Paet Pujo’ or ‘Belly worship’ - The relationship of Bengalis 

with food - of all kinds, is almost one of reverence. 

So much so, even daily meals turn into gastronomical 

indulgences in many households across the globe. 

So much so that food has become as much as treat to the eyes as the buds. 

This new section brings forth some recipes which are pure work of art.

Bon Appetit!
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Prawns Bharta (Chingri Bhorta) - Paramita Banerjee

Bhorta is a very common dish of Bangladesh. Having spent some 4 years in Dhaka  
thought of sharing one of my favorite recipes.
Ingredients:
• 500 gms of clean prawns.
• 3 big onions
• 4 chopped green chillies
• 1 inch of ginger and 5 cloves of garlic.
• 1 teaspoon each cumin and coriander powder.
• 1 tablespoon of cumin seeds and 2 whole red 
   chilli for tempering.
• 1 teaspoon each of red chilli powder and 
   haldi powder.
• Lemon juice 1 tablespoon.
• Chopped mint leaves and fresh coriander leaves.
• Mustard oil for cooking around 5 tablespoons
• 1 lemon leaf
• Salt to taste.
Process:
• Clean and devein the prawns and wash it properly. This is most important as here 

we use small prawns. Hence this is little time consuming.
• Sprinkle some haldi, red chilli powder and salt on it and allow it to settle for 5 mins
• Squeeze half lemon and keep it aside
• Take a wok, pour 2 table spoons of mustard oil, heat it.
• Fry chopped onions till it turns golden brown then keep it aside
• Fry the Garlic cloves and keep it aside
• Fry the marinated prawns till golden brown, add some fresher grated ginger
• Add 1 tea spoon each cumin and coriander powder
• Add the fried onions and garlic in it and mix it well
• Remove the prawns from the pan and keep it aside
• Add another spoon of oil in prawn fried oil, heat it and add cumin and wait till it 

splutters, add 2 whole red chilli in it
• Then add the chopped ginger, garlic and green chilli
• Add everything in the prawn now
• Take a ‘Sil Batta’ or grinding stone and make a paste of the prawns along with all 

the masalas
• Repeat the grinding for 2 times and what you get is the amazing aroma of prawn 

bharta or ‘Chingri Bhorta’
• Garnish the same with the chopped mint leaves and fresh coriander leaves. Add a 

few whole green chillies and one fried red chilli on the top
• Add little mustard oil on top and one lemon leaf
• Serve with hot rice.

Mutton in a Jiffy - Sharmishtha Bhattacharya
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Dal Pakwan - Soumita Sinha

My love for the Sindhi food started while sharing food with my Sindhi friends . One of 
the best things about them is that they take pride in their cuisine and culture. For this 
reason, they also do every possible bit to preserve their age-old recipes. One such 
recipe is the Dal Pakwan Recipe, which may have distinct and signature features as per 
different Sindhi households. But the essence remains the same. Dal Pakwan does top 
their list. Generally they have it during their breakfast.

I have learned this particular recipe of Dal Pakwan from one of my friend’s mother-in-
law, who once belonged to the Sindh district of Undivided India.

Dal-pakwan: For Dal

Ingredients:

• 1 cup chana  |  • ½ teaspoon turmeric powder  |  • ½ teaspoon red chili powder

• 1 teaspoon dried mango powder (amchur powder)

• ¼ teaspoon garam masala powder  |  • Salt as required  |  • 1 teaspoon sugar

Procedure:

Soak 1 cup chana dal in sufficient water for almost 2 hours.

Pressure cook the soaked chana dal on medium heat till it is tender yet separate for 
a maximum 3 whistles.

Add turmeric powder, red chili powder, amchur powder, garam masala powder, 
sugar o and salt with the cooked chana dal.

Add water and simmer for 10 minutes on low heat till a medium consistency of the 
dal is reached. Keep it aside.

In another pan, heat 2 tablespoons ghee. Crackle 1 teaspoon cumin seeds first and 
then add 2 slit green chilies. Sauté for a minute.

Add a few curry leaves and 1 pinch hing (asafoetida ) and sauté further for a minute 
or two on low heat.

Pour this tempering mixture together with the oil in the dal, stir and mix well.

Dal Is ready, keep it aside.

For Pakwan - Ingredients for dough

• 2 cups Maida   |  • 2 teaspoons ghee  |  • 1 teaspoon jeera  |  • 1 teaspoon ajwain

• 1 teaspoon salt  |  • water as required.

Procedure:

Take all the dough ingredients in a mixing bowl and make a soft dough.

With a rolling pin make round poori type.

Prick all over with a fork.

Heat oil in a kadai for deep frying. In a medium-hot oil, fry each Pakwan till its 
golden and crisp.

Finally, before serving add home-made green chutney and sweet chutney and diced 
onion with Dal and enjoy it with hot Pakwan!

Mango Dahi - Sutapa Ghosh

Rohu Rohini - Soma Chakraborty
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Healthy food made fun - Natasha Ganguly
(@nutsabouthealthychoices on IG)

"We eat with our eyes first!"

This phrase was coined by Apicius, the 1st century 
Roman gourmand ( Apicius 1936).

It is said that presentation of food is a critical aspect of 
our dining experience. Visual presentation greatly 
influences and alters our sense of taste and smell 
pertaining to food. When a dish is visually appealing it 
becomes immensely appetizing. 

Well, if that's the case then here's a visual 
representation of some of my food creations. Who says 
healthy food has to be boring? ;)

Hope you like it. Follow @nutsabouthealthychoices on 
Instagram for more such creative ideas and healthy 
recipes.

When we said happy birthday 
to Mickey and Minnie mouse. 
Made with mashed potatoes, 

raw black rice, capsicum 
and cheese.

Celebrating our love for 
Winnie the Pooh with eggs 

and cucumber-arugula salad.

A simple meal of Daal, 
Bhat, Kumror Checnchki and 

Dim Sheddho.

Idli fishes made with natural 
food colours using Moringa, 
turmeric, beetroot pulp and 

blue pea flower extract.

Palak Parota and phulkopir 
tarkari get a makeover. 

Accompanied by carrots, 
cucumber and onions.

A proud moment for us. 
Celebrating Chandrayaan 3 with 

carrots, zucchini, cheese (the moon), 
banana and red capsicum.

A humble attempt at 
celebrating Janmashtami 
with idli art and natural 

food colours.

Prawn Nuggets - Priyanka Dutta
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traffic is much more organised and disciplined as traffic.M Before B - Srirupa Sen Ghosh
compared to Bengaluru. Hence in Mumbai you can time Any city grows on you over a period of time and the The English language does say that when it comes to 
your travel but in Bengaluru its next to impossible. Once people of the city, the friends you make, the bonds that the 26 Alphabets, B comes way before M. 
it took me 3.5 hrs to cover a distance that usually takes you develop do make the place liveable, however that is However, in my opinion, it’s M that leads the way and is 
30 minutes. This is also the reason why work from office only a bonus when the quality of life has the basic the GOAT (Greatest of All Time) …. do you want to 
is an uphill task in Bengaluru and planning any trip from elements in place which Mumbai has and the people of know why? Please read on.
one end of the city to another is a headache. Mumbai with their “nothing is impossible” spirit make it 

Well M is nothing but our much-loved city Mumbai 
Moving on to infrastructure like electricity and gas etc. all the more special.

while B is Bengaluru, both leading names in India’s 
In my many years in Mumbai, specially during the Covid Will sign off with the hope that maybe someday I will cityscape. Having lived in Mumbai for the past 15 years 
years of work from home, I have never faced frequent also say “Namma Bengaluru”but till then and even and in Bengaluru for the past 1 year, I have observed 
power outages. However, in Bengaluru, its quite afterwards it will always be “Aamchi Mumbai”the quirks of both the cities and what sets them apart.
common and hence whenever I have important 

Lets begin with Public Transport, in Mumbai you don’t 
meetings, I have to ensure that I keep my laptop and 

need a car to travel around the city. You can go 
dongles fully charged before the meetings begin. Pipe 

anywhere anytime and all you have to do is hail an auto 
Gas connection is also quite rare and I had to get the 

if you live in the suburbs like Powai and call for a taxi if 
connection done when I moved into our current flat. The 

you live in the main city like Dadar. Both these are 
above items are basics of modern living and hence it was 

metered and they don’t take you for a ride. And most 
quite shocking to see that while Bengaluru is the IT city 

importantly you are in safe hands. Whereas in 
of India, it lacks these basic infrastructure items that 

Bengaluru, there is very little public transport, there is 
contribute towards a  wholesome way of life.

the Metro that runs in certain pockets and still has gaps 
Another point of comparison is access to buy fresh 

eg. for going from Whitefield to Indiranagar, one has to 
produce whether it is fruits and vegetables or the fish 

go till KR Puram, take a feeder bus from KR Puram to 
that we Bengalis cant live without. In whichever part of 

Byppanahalli and then again take a metro 
Mumbai I have lived so far, whether it is Four Bungalows 

Byppanahalli onwards. There are no Taxis and 
in Andheri West, Thakur Village in Kandivali East or in 

although there are very few Autos , they don’t run on 
Chandivali, there has always been a neighbourhood 

meter and ask for atrocious amounts of money for 
market to shop from. Also not to forget the multitude of 

short distances for eg. for half a kilometer they will ask 
kirana shops that are literally always open and always 

you for Rs.500. Hence in Bengaluru, having your own 
provide delivery at your doorstep. This does not exist in 

car is non-negotiable.
Bengaluru, here you have to travel quite a distance if you 

Next lets come to Traffic in Mumbai and Bengaluru. In 
want to do want to do any such shopping braving the 

both the cities, the traffic is severe but in Mumbai 
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'Gujo Buri' - Sreejita Lahiri
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You are no God to be worshipped - Sattam Datta

Kohli, you are no God to be worshipped!

For I have not seen Gods uncertain of their places in the Playing XI, they have already 

established their divinity.

I have not seen Gods single-handedly pulling off impossibly stiff targets to chase, time 

and again - because they are much above the highs and lows of the mortal world.

I have not seen Gods being written off, and still come back to be etched in folklores - for 

they have permanently become part of cricketing rituals.

I have not seen Gods choke up on emotions during post match presentations, while 

bluntly admitting their struggles for the last few months - Gods always make success 

look so easy and surreal. But you have shown us that success comes with its fair share 

of blood, sweat, tears, but most importantly the grit to manage failures.

For exactly the last 365 days, we have seen you bleeding, teary-eyed and sweaty, while 

you firmly kept faith in your abilities to deliver. You have made us mortals believe that 

"A Hero can be anyone" willing to strive hard enough and take a deserved try at 

divinity. (Although the first thing you did after today's incredible achievement was to 

show gratitude to God!)

I repeat - Kohli, you are no God to be worshipped, but a real-life Hero, who inspires 

belief and action! 

Just imagine if you can make a die-hard God-Loving Cricket Fan, like me, tread on the 

borders of blasphemy, what an inspiration you would be for the upcoming 

generations of cricketers, who are learning the game watching you play. Today is the 

day they start believing that their dreams too can come true, if they strive hard enough 

and hang on to their faith in their own selves - like their mortal, sweaty, teary-eyed 

Hero has shown this very day.
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made it a point to give him a long ride as he soaked in offering him his favourite food, reminiscing the A Never Ending Story of Love -               
the sights and sounds of the surroundings. Sundays incredible days we have spent together, tears rolling Moushumi Roy
were also meant for his bath which gave him lot of down unceasingly. We donated all his medicines, 

Bozo appeared in our family like a breath of fresh air. comfort and he smelled awesome after every session. mattress, towels etc. to an NGO nearby who runs a 
He was a 6 months old Labrador with cream We celebrated his birthdays inviting his fan club, hospital for stray animals. Visiting the NGO centre 
complexion, innocent eyes and an ever-wagging tail. cutting cakes and offering him all the items he loved. changed my life forever. In every dog’s eyes there , I 
His owners were migrating abroad and couldn’t take We took him to pet friendly hotels outstation which he could see Bozo and realised it was not the end but 
him along. His arrival led to the fulfilment of my son’s enjoyed thoroughly. His joy knew no bounds when my beginning of another journey. Probably he had arrived 
dream of having a pet at our home. From day one we son arrived home for vacations playing with him the on this earth to teach us unconditional love and his 
never felt that he belonged to another family.  He had wholeday.  duty was over. Now it is our turn to prove how well we 
hordes of admirers who queued up every evening to have imbibed the lesson he has imparted to us. My new Covid devastated the world on Bozos 12th year. All of 
touch him, when my son took him for a walk. The journey commenced by working with the innumerable us started working from home and probably Bozo was 
admiration soon turned into caution since Bozo stray animals of our locality some of whom were Bozos happy to have us whole day with him. He made it a 
ensured to catch at least one ball every evening with closest friends. I have enrolled with various animal point to lie down at my feet and dose off wondering 
which children played and bring it home. He had welfare groups who work with feeding, neutering and why I was staring at a dumb screen the whole day. 
arrived in  my son’s vacation time and we were treating all stray animals including helping in adopting Even though hardly anyone ventured out of home, I 
worried how he would manage to stay alone when my them. At times I come across Labradors who resemble ensured to take him down for his rounds. We were so 
son’s school commenced. To our utter surprise, he Bozo so much that my heart skips a beat. But with a confident of his good health that it never struck us 
managed to sleep off after all of us left home, only to lump in my throat and tears in my eyes, I console something was serious when he refused to go down for 
wake up for lunch and welcome my son home with lots myself. So, what if I have lost my dearest baby, there are his walks in the evening. We attributed his laziness to 
of hugs and kisses. We never realised how and  when  hundreds of poor souls yearning for my love, care and his putting on weight till one day he stumbled and hurt 
Bozo had become the most loved member of the family concern. Bozo wants me to love all of them his leg. His vet was quite old and refused to examine 
with me pampering him the most.  unconditionally and I shall fulfil his wish till my last him personally due to fear of Covid, suggesting we get 

breath. After a few years , life threw a bigger challenge when some tests done which revealed that severe bone 
my son had to leave home to pursue engineering in degeneration had set in his body. Bozo was in immense 
another city. We were concerned how Bozo could stay pain, refusing to get up or have any food. We spent 
alone for the whole day. To our pleasant surprise, he sleepless nights awake by his bedside caressing and 
coped well with this loneliness too with our maid comforting him. 
dropping in between to complete her job. Due to his 

Unfortunately, on his 13th birthday, his condition was 
friendly nature all stray dogs in our locality were his 

so serious that we had to hospitalise him. We used to 
friends and he got to play happily with them when I 

spend the entire day with him at the hospital. On the 
took him for his morning walk. I had to compensate for 

3rd day post hospitalisation, he crossed the rainbow 
my absence from home by playing with Bozo every 

bridge, leaving a huge void in our hearts which no one 
evening, while having my tea, petting him and giving 

can ever fill. My son who was pursuing his higher 
him belly rubs . He was the second child for us and 

studies at USA was inconsolable since he couldn’t be 
every time we left him with a pet sitter for vacation, I 

with Bozo on his last days. It was Diwali after a couple 
was heartbroken though we ensured were turned 

of days- the darkest Diwali of our lives. We arranged a 
within a week’s time wherever we  went.   

small prayer for him, praying for peace of his soul, 
Since he was very fond of car rides, every Sunday we 
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Parental House - Sumela Dutta
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My First Durga Puja without My Own Durga - Sarmistha Neogy

The It's that time of year when Bengalis worldwide, set aside their worries and unite 

to welcome Maa Durga. As the festive fervour kicks in, smiles grace every face, and 

excitement peaks as the countdown begins. 

Durga Puja is not just a festival laced with rituals, but an emotion that binds people 

across age groups. It is also a time when we miss our near and dear ones, some 

separated by distance and others lost on the way. This year marks my first Durga Puja 

without my Dida!

I will no longer witness her frail body, gracefully draped in a clean white saree, her 

wrinkled skin and her feeble voice asking, "Ki re ki khabi Pujo te?". "I will miss the 

serene smile on her face as her weathered hands, which have witnessed decades of 

life's twists and turns, carefully retrieved the neatly arranged fresh notes from her 

purse, saying, 'Pujo te ja eche tai kine khaash.'

She would frequently forget where she kept her spectacles or books, yet I often 

wondered how her fading memory always recalled the exact location of her purse, 

especially when it came to giving it to her grandchildren.

Regardless of any weight I might have gained, in my Dida's biased eyes, I always 

remained the emaciated 'girl' with an ever-diminishing appetite. She embraced it as a 

challenge, and in no time, she would take charge of the kitchen. The aroma of 

traditional Bengali cuisine filled the air as her skilled hands prepared crispy fish fries 

and my other favourites. Skilfully, she flipped the fillets, ensuring they were cooked to 

perfection, while her experienced eyes knew precisely when they were ready to be 

served.

From 'Pujo te kota jama holo' to playful jests about my tattered jeans, pujo shopping 

won’t be the same. I will always miss the gleam in her eyes as we shared stories of the 

pandals, long queues, and the magnificent idols we saw. This Durga Puja will pass, as 

will many others, but the void left by her absence will linger.

She was my Durga, a remarkable woman who showered me with immense love, care, 

and courage. She instilled in me the belief that tolerating injustice was unacceptable 

and always encouraged me to speak up against anything wrong. Her favourite saying 

was, 'It is a sin to commit injustice, but it is a greater sin to tolerate one.' She wasn't just 

my grandma; she was also my friend, confidant, and a wellspring of knowledge and 

wisdom.

Dear Dida, even though you may no longer be with me physically, but I know that you 

have left a part of yourself in me. Yes, this will be my first Durga Puja without my Durga 

- my Dida!
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History but not quite - Sharmishtha Roy
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AI saves my friend’s life - Anindya Chakravorty The hunch paid off. AI tool said the ECG was not normal remotely and intervene early if there is a problem.

and the hospital then sent it to his cardiologist who at 
A Real life story… AI has the potential to make healthcare more efficient 

that was travelling abroad. He replied immediately 
and affordable. It can also help to improve the quality 

It was a lazy Sunday like every other Sunday till I and asked him to be given certain medicine and 
of life for patients. Amit's story is a reminder that heart 

received a call which changed the mood completely. A admitted to ICU. 
disease is a serious condition. It is important to be 

friend’s wife had called and said he was shivering 
The AI that helped to diagnose Amit's heart attack was aware of the symptoms of a heart attack and to seek 

uncontrollably and had a bad stomach ache. What was 
a deep learning algorithm that had been trained on a medical attention immediately if you experience them. 

worrying was that he had just been out of the Hospital 
large dataset of ECGs. The algorithm was able to AI is a powerful tool that can help to save lives. It is 

just four days ago after surviving a massive heart 
identify the subtle abnormalities in Amit's ECG that the important to continue to develop and use AI in 

attack which resulted in a stent and angioplasty. 
human doctor had missed. The AI was able to do this healthcare so that we can improve the lives of people 

Amit is a 50-year-old Software Engineer from India. because it was able to learn from the patterns in the all over the world.
Amit goes to his primary care at the emergency unit of ECG data. The more ECGs the AI saw, the better it 
a nearby hospital. Doctors give him a paracetamol drip became at identifying abnormalities.
as he has slight fever and observe him. They are told of 

The AI is still under development, but it has the 
his recent attack and his complete file is given. His wife 

potential to revolutionize the way heart attacks are 
asks the emergency doctor to do an ECG but the ECG 

diagnosed. In the future, AI could be used to screen 
the doctor says looks clean and nothing to worry 

people for heart disease, identify people who are at 
about. She however was not convinced, and she asked 

risk of a heart attack, and even predict when a heart 
for an AI opinion from her close friend knowing that he 

attack is going to happen. The Galvanized Doctors. The 
was doing AI work in healthcare especially Cardio 

AI's prediction that Amit was having a heart attack 
Vascular Disease prediction tools and Algos.

galvanized the primary healthcare doctors. They 
“He had 4 blockages, and his heart function was immediately called a cardiologist and got Amit the 

down to 7%”treatment he needed all within the golden 1 hour from 

the heart attack.

The doctors were glad that they had access to the AI. 

They knew that it had helped them to save Amit's life. 

The Future of AI in Healthcare. AI has the potential to 

revolutionize healthcare in many ways. It can be used 

to diagnose diseases earlier, develop new treatments, 

and improve the quality of care. In the future, AI could 

be used to create personalized treatment plans for 

each patient. It could also be used to monitor patients 
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of the idols to the day of their immersion used to of The Misty Eyed Goddess - Sudipto 
great significance and excitement all through. As Basumallick
children, one of our major sources of happiness 

One of my favorite columnists, Jug Suraiya proudly 
during the Puja days used to be the new clothes and 

calls him a Hon Bong (Honorary Bengali), having 
gifts. In the evenings was the sheer joy of going from 

spent his formative years in then Calcutta , now 
pandal to pandal breathing the festive cheer.Kolkata, and willingly succumbing to its charms 
I remember an old song eulogizing the deity which before shifting base to Delhi. Taking a cue from that 
goes on to express that the eyes of the Goddess Durga perhaps I can say I am a Bon Bong (Born Bengali), 
change during the days of the Puja with each day. The born and brought up in the city and state, however 
first day or Mahashashthi when she arrives and is have not stayed there much after that in my work 
welcomed in the pandal her eyes are happy with life with career options forcing me to drop anchor 
expectation and they depict a sheer glee to be with outside the state for several years now.
her children on this earth onceThere are many like me everywhere else in the 
more. The happiness and joy increase with each day world who have chosen to move out of the city or 
leading to a sublime grace to her face on the day of the state but there is always one time of the year for 
Mahashtami which is considered as the pinnacle a Bong, Hon or Bon, when the Bangaliana (the 
point of the Puja festival. The gaze becomes a little essence or spirit of Bengali-ness) comes out to the 
somber, a shade sad by the night of Mahanavami , as fore most and that is when Goddess Durga comes on 
the inevitability of the end of the stay draws nigh and her yearly trip with all her entourage to be with us 
a long wait till next year again beckons. On the for five days to bring cheer to every home.
morning of the Dashami , the last day, the eyes turn Durgapuja or Pujo as we Bongs call it , has long since 
tearful, blessing the devotes always as ever, but with transcended itself from being a religious festival to 
a tinge of melancholy as the time has come to go back. a social one. This is one of the greatest levellers and 
I remember in my childhood as I listened to the most egalitarian festivals that I have seen. The 
songand carefully scrutinized the face of the deity festive cheer crosses boundaries of caste creed 
every day I could actually see it happening and my religion and encompasses humanity.
heart reflected the same feelings from deep within 

During this time of the year, my mind flies back in 
with same synchronicity.

time to those days when as a child I used to wait 
Long after I bade farewell to my childhood I have patiently for these five days. I remember as kids we 
tried to watch the face with equal attention and have used to take pride in monitoring every progress as 
relentlesslythe neighborhood pandal used to go up in height 
searched for the misty eyed Goddess on the day of with its bamboo structure, then watch with bated 
Dashami and have increasingly failed to spot it.breath as the artists used to mould the cloth to 

Alas, the harsh realities of mundane life have dried replicate some monument or some other piece of 

the mist from my eyes….architecture with such care. From the day of arrival 

Bliss of Lassitude - Ashmita Basumallick

Dawn’s dusky fingertips etched 

The dark and leaden sky, 

Painted it with the first streaks of the sun 

And enveloped the darkness all around. 

And the heavens opened, 

The torrential rains poured 

Down from the fast sailing clouds upon the fresh earth, 

Rousing stirrings of hope in mankind, 

Plants and animals alike. 

The rain sluiced down at an angle, 

Carrying with it, dust, to destinations unknown, 

The much awaited downpour, 

Laced with the sweet fragrance of petrichor. 

Wafted into every household, 

Replacing the solitary despondence with a sight to behold. 

The gentle zephyr, cold 

Brightening up every soul it touched. 

Lightning bolts flashed eerily across the cloak of blue 

As far as the eye could see the ethereal visage, 

Pervaded by nothing but the curtain of spray. 

And the silence lay almost tangible, pall like, 

Enshrouded all sides. 

Nobody dared interrupt the silence 

Their aura desultory, held in mute surprise 

By nature’s sudden benison showered upon them, 

And, once more, in their jaded hearts, 

Was born an urge to stretch the arms of perseverance. 
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'Lali' - Sharmila Chakravorty
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Mr. Pal's Wedding - Sharmila Chakravorty
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The Magic of Two Marie Biscuits - Nidhir Chakravorty
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Operation Theatre. The most modest neurosurgeon in professional endeavors. This duality, though often Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Why People 
town - he lived by the mantra,‘I treat HE cures’. But overlooked, holds profound implications for our Behave Differently at Home and at Work 
come evening, no one really can’t fathom what comes overall well-being and societal dynamics. I will try to 

- Nivedita Dasgupta
over him. Party animal is the tamest possible adjective explore the underlying psychological, social, and 

“Puneet is such a lamb- I wonder how he can manage that can be used to describe him. He is a regular in the environmental factors that contribute to this 
that huge team of 2000 people, that too in direct sales poshest of SOBO clubs and has access to the weirdest intriguing phenomenon. 
in the Telecom industry. addresses in the underbelly of the maximum city. 

He doesn’t bat an eyelid, when his friends pinch his There are rumours that his family had to bail him out of 

just opened bottle of beer from under his nose, or if police stations more than once.”

any family member stands him up on the annual family I am sure each one of you have met, or know of a 
trip, or when his wife almost crosses the credit limit of Puneet, Supriya or Vinay. And I am sure, you have 
his card on a shopping spree. But let one insignificant wondered at least once, how and why they do, what 
fellow, in an obscure territory lose one client -all they do. I for sure, have sometimes suspected that they 
heaven and hell break loose.” down a secret potion (like the one we read about in the 

“Helicopter mom just got an entirely new meaning Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde story)

with Supriya. It was amazing how she totally and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde tendencies" refer to the 
completely monitored each and every thing in both concept of a dual or split personality within an 
her children’s lives. Right from what they ate, what individual. This idea originates from the novella 
books they read, who they socialised with and of "Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" by Robert 
course how much they studied. Very often the thin line Louis Stevenson. In the story, Dr. Jekyll, a respected 
that differentiates‘managing’ from ‘manipulating’, got scientist, creates a potion that allows him to transform 
breached in that household. It almost seemed as if the into the dark and uncontrollable Mr. Hyde. 
kids had a chip installed in their brains, and their every 

Metaphorically, this concept is used to describe 
activity was linked and recorded on her handheld 

individuals who exhibit starkly different behaviors or 
device and she controlled and directed them remotely. 

personalities in different situations. For example, 
The equation with the spouse was no different, just the 

someone may be kind and friendly in one context, but 
degree differed. “Such a controlling woman!!!” -  was 

aggressive or hostile in another. It suggests a conflict 
what all her friends and neighbours referred to her as.  

or struggle within a person's psyche, where different 
It’s a miracle how she metamorphosed into the ever 

aspects of their character emerge depending on 
smiling, compliant senior manager handling the front 

circumstances or internal factors.
office of a seven-star hotel. That easy breezy 

It's important to note that while this metaphorical use 
demeanour, a smile that never left her lips, and ‘oh! so 

of "Jekyll and Hyde tendencies" is a common way to 
eager to please attitude’ towards every guest who The comfort zone vs. the professional frontis very describe complex human behavior, it should not be 
entered the institution. obvious, and at some level or the other, we all behave confused with clinical conditions like dissociative 
“A saint by the day who paints the town red, maroon differently. At home, individuals feel a sense of identity disorder, which involve the presence of 
and black at night. A most pious God-fearing man of familiarity and comfort, allowing them to be more distinct, separate identities within an individual.
science, if ever there was one. Vinay, in full public view relaxed and authentic in their expressions. In contrast, 

In the intricate tapestry of human behavior, a striking 
chanted a prayer and bowed down before a small altar the workplace demands a certain level of formality and 

phenomenon stands out - the distinct personas we 
in his chamber, every time before entering the adherence to professional norms.

adopt in the spheres of our personal lives and 
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Dear Sir, - Sattam Datta

You are the person who had disappointed me the most number of times in my life so far. 

Yes !! I was disappointed every time you were dismissed, no matter how much you had 

scored or how close we were to victory in the match. Experts say that even after a 

career spanning over two decades, your enthusiasm for the game, your hunger for runs 

did not subside .... how can they be, when my hunger to watch you play, even after 

meticulously following your game for about 16 years did not fade a bit . And there are 

millions others like me, whom you have entertained tirelessly all those years.

 It's a known fact that we are possessive about the people we love. I remember one of 

the earliest instances of me praying, was for you! In some close ODI (I don't remember 

the opponent or the tournament) I was earnestly looking up to the heavens to preserve 

you on the crease. I don't even remember the result of the game. All I remember is that, 

how eager I was to witness you seeing our team through to the shores. Even today, 

while watching recordings of earlier matches, I feel the same anguish when a bowler 

appeals against you; the same despair when an Umpire dares to raise his finger, with 

you at the striking end : that I felt way back in 1996, WC semis, against Sri Lanka. The 

intensity of the goose bumps did not change either with time or the fact that I already 

know the outcome of the game - as these replays are only way I can relive those 

memories that you had gifted us !

I was so pleased that we won the 2011 WC. Believe me, it would have been one of the 

greatest regrets of my life, had I not seen you as the member of an Indian WC winning 

squad! You were probably the last good thing from my teenage that still remained with 

me, during my twenties. 

As Mayans predicted, the world did end in 2012 for me, and a lot of other cricket fans, 

when you decided to retire from your favorite format, the ODIs.

Thanks for inspiring an entire generation to dream big!! 

Regards,

A proud fan, who has learnt and lived the game of cricket watching you play.

Home offers a safe haven for emotional expression, where vulnerability is not only 

accepted but encouraged. In the workplace, the emphasis often leans towards 

maintaining composure and objectivity, potentially leading to a more guarded 

demeanour. Some individuals do manage emotional expression and vulnerability at 

their places of work and modern ‘wokeism’ even encourages the same, however even 

the most ‘woke’ individual brings in an air of formality to their professional 

engagements.

The roles we play in our personal lives (e.g., parent, partner, sibling) often differ 

significantly from the roles we hold in our professional settings (e.g., manager, 

colleague, employee). Adapting to these diverse roles necessitates a shift in behaviour. 

The motivations that drive behaviour can differ greatly in professional and personal 

spheres. While personal life may be more oriented towards personal fulfilment, fun 

and family, the workplace often emphasizes achievement, recognition, and career 

progression. 

Workplaces are structured around hierarchies, where individuals often adjust their 

behaviour based on their position within the organization. This dynamic can lead to 

varying levels of assertiveness or deference. Corporate culture, with its unique set of 

values, norms,and expectations, exerts a powerful influence on behaviour. Employees 

adapt to this culture to fit in and succeed within the organization. The demands of 

work can often necessitate a more structured and controlled approach to behaviour, 

particularly in high-stress environments. This may contrast with the more relaxed 

environment outside work. 

The dichotomy in behaviour between the home and the workplace is a testament to 

the adaptability and complexity of the human psyche. Understanding this dual 

persona can foster empathy, improve communication, and enhance overall well-

being. Embracing the nuanced nature of human behaviour allows us to navigate both 

our personal and professional lives with greater insight and effectiveness. It's a 

reminder that each person carries within them a unique tapestry of roles and 

responsibilities, and recognizing this diversity enriches our collective human 

experience.
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possible only during a holiday or weekend. almost the entire universe of franchise and club cricket “The Child is the Father of the Man” - 
has shifted to it. The logistics of arranging a T20 match 2. Innovation - While ODIs cheered loudly the Sattam Datta
is less challenging compared to both ODI and Tests, occasional scoop or switch hits, innovation is a daily 

17th February 2005 - Ponting was agonisingly 
enabling more matches to be played in a shorter time affair in T20 - it is a necessity for cricketers to stay 

stranded on 98 not out at the end of the 1st innings, in 
span. For example in a T20 tournament, teams and competitive to the challenge of the format. Forget new 

the 1st official T20I played in the history of cricket. It 
officials have an additional half day to travel, compared shots, the same shot with varied scoring angles are 

was probably a divine indication of fascinating things 
to a full day’s engagement during an ODI match. This being explored by the likes of Suryakumar, while 

to come, a trailer of the meteoric rise the format would 
makes the seamless execution of 70+ matches of a captains rack their brains to come up with new fielding 

witness over the next 2 decades. This was further 
tournament like the IPL possible within 50 days or so. positions (straight long on) to stop the flood of runs. 

aided by 2 major events in the next few years. Come 
Most successful T20 bowlers (likes of Malinga, Narine, 6. Increase in data and processing prowess - As 

2007, and India, with the largest cricketing fan base, 
Rashid, Bumrah etc) possess so many variations, that more T20s are being played, the sports archives are 

lifted the inaugural T20 WC - with stories and 
there’s practically no stock delivery. flooding with unprecedented data volumes. But this 

anecdotes that got etched in folklore. The immediate 
could not have come at a better time that the advent of 3. Altered Mentality - In ODIs, a 40 off 18 balls would next year 2008, witnessed the very 1st season of IPL, 
modern day big data processing and AI algorithms. be considered “rash”, except maybe for the closing which would eventually become the crown jewel of 
These advanced data interpretation tools ensure a overs. But it is always welcome anywhere in a T20 the format, with a valuation of 10B USD in next 12 
more enjoyable experience to the viewers by providing innings. The new age T20 cricketers are fearless, years.
real-time access to new age stats that never existed whether it comes to getting off the mark in debut 

A lot have changed since then, right from the 
before. A few examples would be player-wise match up innings off a six or pulling off an audacious gravity 

interpretation and tactics of the format, to the 
analysis, strike rate bifurcation against different types defying catch on the ropes. Every few seasons what 

monumental rise in the popularity and reception it 
of bowlers etc.  These put traditional wagons wheels was considered improbable in cricket, becomes a T20 

had received. So much so, that its predecessor, the ODI, 
and pitch maps of ODIs to shame!norm, while more aspirational frontiers are being 

is in grave danger of extinction. Today the number of 
pushed towards. For example, even a few years ago, The new kid on the block has breathed fresh life into his 

T20 internationals played is almost twice that of ODIs 
chasing 200+ was considered daunting in T20 and grandfather too. The classic format of Test Cricket has 

being organized. If we add T20 franchise leagues to it, 
today there are players aiming for the same 200 mark witnessed a rejuvenation with only ~15% games 

then the longer format is in serious trouble. To add to 
as a individual score in a single match - 6 out of the ending in draws during the last 5 years, compared to 

its woes, the God of Cricket bade goodbye to the ODI 
150+ scores in List A T20 have come in last 5 years. over 30% matches resulting in draws during the early 

format in 2012, when T20 was gradually mustering 
2000s . All this is thanks to the new go getter mentality 4. Entertainment - The 3 points mentioned above, acceptance among the masses.
infused by T20 cricket, pushing the strike rates of both ensure that the shortened duration of a T20 match 

There are several factors which have contributed to 
batsmen and bowlers upwards.does not rob a fan off the enjoyment of a full day’s 

the increased acceptance and popularity of the T20 
worth of cricket, as in the daylong ODI. On the contrary Every father dreams of his son achieving far greater 

format over the ODI in the last 15 years or so. The most 
it increases the density of the entertainment by realms of success and recognition than his own self. I 

important ones can be listed below - 
packing all the fun within just 240 balls. While a can only imagine that today ODI Cricket is contently 

1. Duration and Timing - One T20 match last for 
boundary (4 or 6) was hit almost every 12 balls during smiling from the backstage, proudly witnessing his 

about 3.5 hours. Also most of the matches are 
2019 ODI WC, the batters cleared the rope almost new prodigy at the peak of a mesmerising performance 

scheduled to start late in the evening, between 7 to 8 
every 8 balls during the 2021 T20 WC  - providing  enthralling the cricket lovers across generations, the 

pm. It offers an ideal opportunity to relish a complete 
ample reasons to stay glued for high intensity current and the ones to come!

match at the end of a working day. This is in perfect 
entertainment. 

sync with both the attention span and the lifestyle of 
5. Logistics and Adoption - Just after its advent, T20 

the modern day fan. It also encourages acceptance 
became so popular at the grassroots levels, that today 

over a wider fan base. But witnessing a complete ODI is 
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